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Foreword
The research and writing of this report were conducted across 18 months, the vast majority of which preceded the
outbreak of Covid-19 in the UK. For most of that time counter-terrorism sat alongside pandemic preparedness at the
top of the government’s risk register. The Prevent programme was, and still is, a major element of the government’s
approach, and has been incorporated by law into healthcare.
Intended to prevent terrorist threats before they emerge, the government has allocated millions of pounds to integrate
Prevent within healthcare policy and practice. NHS trusts are mandated to train their staff to spot so-called “signs of
radicalisation” and refer cases to the programme.
While the government’s independent review of Prevent has yet to be finished, our report has uncovered many serious
potential harms in this attempt to marry counter-terrorism with healthcare; not least of which is an erosion of trust in
the NHS. This threatens to undermine the deeply felt appreciation of health workers so visibly demonstrated by the
public during the pandemic.
The pandemic has also shone a spotlight on the widening health inequalities in the UK; with people in deprived
areas and black and ethnic minority groups suffering disproportionately more covid-related severe illness and death.
Again, our research shows that the Prevent programme threatens to stigmatise those groups and exacerbate health
inequalities.
Covid-19 has, at a tragic cost, served as a reminder that we need a more holistic understanding of security than the
relatively narrow approach underpinning policies like Prevent. At Medact, we believe that a healthy society must
tackle the root causes of violence, rather than seek to address it with measures that encourage discrimination and risk
worsening existing health inequalities.
We are living in a changed world now, but one in which these health inequalities are more sharply visible than ever.
Racism is increasingly recognised as a public health issue and the impact of the Prevent duty in healthcare remains
acutely relevant. Recent events have starkly highlighted the divisive and polarising effects of crude stereotyping and
unconscious bias.
This report is the most comprehensive and in-depth study to date of the implementation and impacts of Prevent in the
NHS. It provides much-needed scrutiny of a controversial policy at a time when structural racism has risen to the top of
the public and political agenda.

Professor Alan Maryon-Davis FFPH FRCP
Chair of Medact

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
1. Introduction & context
•

Prevent was implemented in 2006 following
the London 7/7 bombings.

•

It costs at least £40 million a year, yet
there is no solid evidence base that it
reduces terrorism risk and it has never been
independently evaluated.

•

The UK is the only country in the world where
healthcare bodies are — since 2015 — legally
obliged to be vigilant for potential terrorists.

•

The proportion of Prevent referrals coming
from the health sector has consistently risen
since 2015.

•

•

We identified six trusts with unusually high
referral rates. The top three referrers in our
sample were Camden and Islington NHS
Foundation Trust, Birmingham and Solihull
Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust and
Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust.

•

London and the Midlands were the major
geographical Prevent “hotspots”.

•

There was also wide variation in “false
positive” rates (proportion of Prevent referrals
not leading to Channel interventions) with
some NHS trusts’ rates as high as 98%, others
as low as 58%.

•

Our data suggests rates of Channel
interventions in Prevent referrals from
healthcare may be higher on average than
other sectors.

Impacts of counter-terrorism measures in
the NHS are under-researched and the views
and experiences of health workers themselves
have rarely been heard.

4. Racial & religious impact
2. Methodology
•

•

•

This research investigates four areas: the
impact on specific ethnic and religious
communities; the impact on people with
mental health conditions; the positioning of
Prevent as safeguarding; and how the Prevent
duty interacts with the duty of confidentiality.
We employ both qualitative and quantitative
data collection and analysis techniques,
including interviews, focus groups and case
studies, as well as Freedom of Information
requests.

•

We found that Asians/British Asians were
reported to Prevent four times more than
non-Asians in the NHS trusts in our sample
which disclosed this data.

•

We also found that Muslims were referred to
Prevent eight times more than non-Muslims.

•

Our qualitative data, including case studies,
suggests that this disproportionality is, at
least in part, a result of racial and religious
discrimination.

•

We found racial bias in official Prevent
training materials used to explain to health
workers the factors that may increase
“radicalisation” risk.

•

In the absence of reliable predictive criteria,
health workers are also told to rely on
“instinct”.

•

We conclude that the negative impacts of
false positive Prevent referrals, including on
physical and mental health, confidentiality and
trust, are felt disproportionately by minority
groups, which risks worsening existing health
inequalities.

•

We also found widespread neglect of
equalities monitoring around Prevent, raising
questions about compliance with public
sector equality duties.

We encountered significant obstacles and
transparency failures during this research.

3. Basic statistics: rates, regions &
Channel progression
•

We analysed original data gathered through
Freedom of Information requests made to a
sample of 77 NHS Trusts in Prevent priority
areas.

•

We found significant variation in terms of
numbers of referrals across different NHS
trusts.
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5. Mental health impacts
•

We found that the evidence for official claims
that people with mental health conditions are
more likely to be drawn into terrorism is not
robust enough to base policy upon.

•

We found disagreement among the health
community on this point, but some mental
health specialists believe the claim risks
pathologisation and exacerbating stigma.

•

Both quantitative and qualitative data
from our research indicated that people
with mental health conditions are
disproportionately referred to Prevent.

•

Our case studies suggest this may be
compounded when an individual is also
Muslim and/or BAME.

•

We found evidence that Prevent referrals can
damage people’s physical and mental health,
as well as their families, in a variety of direct
and indirect ways.

•

•

Mental health harms came about through
damage inflicted on therapeutic relationships,
setting back recovery, interrupting care,
causing patients to disengage, limiting the
support which health services can provide,
and even apparently triggering mental
health problems in individuals with no prior
psychiatric history.
We also found that the secretive Vulnerability
Support Hubs scheme which embeds NHS
mental health professionals into a counterterrorism police-led project, raises acute
ethical concerns.

6. Case studies
•

•

•

Ten case studies, illustrating numerous
aspects of Prevent, demonstrate the damage
referral can do to peoples’ health and the
potential trauma inflicted on “false positive”
cases.
Many of these cases feature young BAME
Muslim men, and a significant number feature
mental health conditions, showing how
Prevent plays out at the intersections of race,
religion, mental health and age.
They include the case of a Muslim teenage
boy who apparently developed OCD as a
direct result of the trauma of his Prevent
referral, the case of a severely ill young
Muslim man who was unable to self-

feed but was reported to Prevent by a
physiotherapist, and the case of a Muslim man
with schizophrenia experiencing paranoid
delusions about police persecution who was
questioned by police after being referred to
Prevent, harming the therapeutic relationship
with his psychiatry team.
•

The cases also document the often complex
situations health workers are asked to
navigate and the huge pressure placed on
them to comply, and to refer, often without
consent.

7. Prevent & safeguarding
•

There was dissensus among health workers
about the legitimacy of Prevent’s unique
concept of “vulnerability”, which we found
to be broader than established safeguarding
criteria.

•

Despite claiming to be “a supportive practice”,
our analysis of Prevent materials found that
the programme ultimately views its subjects
as dangerous, rather than in danger.

•

Health workers highlighted a range of
practical discrepancies between Prevent and
safeguarding practices, including subjective
indicators, separate pathways and lack of
transparency.

•

We found that very few health workers
believe Prevent offers anything beneficial to
patients.

•

Qualitative evidence raises the disturbing
possibility that it may actually harm the
vulnerable, rather than safeguarding them.

•

Some health workers fear that preoccupation
with potential radicalisation may crowd out
more tangible and pressing safeguarding
concerns.

8. Confidentiality, consent & trust
•

We found widespread confusion in the health
community around confidentiality and consent
with regard to Prevent.

•

Our analysis concluded that non-consensual
referrals can never rely on a public interest
justification, since Prevent does not deal with
immediate risk.

•

Yet we found that many if not most referrals
do not involve informed consent, suggesting

Executive Summary
that Prevent has circumvented normal
confidentiality expectations via the backdoor.
•

We found that Prevent training materials
strongly emphasise the importance of
disclosure while consistently providing
disclaimers around, or even discouraging,
consent-seeking.

•

We found that health workers are deeply
concerned about the possibility of a broader
erosion of trust and some are concerned
about criminalisation, in the context of all
Prevent referral data being recorded on a
police database.

•

We conclude that the Prevent policy in health
relies on grey areas, lack of clarity, conflation
of safeguarding with public protection and a
failure to distinguish between “vulnerable”
patients and patients lacking capacity.

9. Conclusions & recommendations
•

We conclude that Prevent is harmful to
physical and mental health in multiple direct
and indirect ways and that “safeguarding” is
therefore a misnomer.

•

The huge variation in Prevent referral
and false positive rates across NHS trusts
suggests inadequate, racially biased
assessment tools are being applied in
arbitrary, uneven ways.

•

Our analysis shows clearly that Prevent
causes discrimination against Muslims and
Asian communities in particular.

•

Prevent stigmatises people with mental
health conditions, and often damages the
care they receive.

•

There is also strong evidence that Prevent is
damaging presumption of patient consent
and confidential medical care, and trust in the
medical profession.

Recommendations
In light of our conclusions, our key
recommendations to the government
are:
1. Repeal the Prevent policy in
healthcare in light of the lack
of evidence of efficacy and
documented evidence of harm.
2. Refocus counter-terrorism
efforts on combating violence
instead of arbitrary concepts like
“extremism”, while healthcare
and safeguarding should be
ring-fenced from counterterrorism.
3. Adopt evidence-based public
health policies based on a
holistic understanding of
security, which address broader,
long-term determinants of
violence, including policies
which drastically reduce
inequality and reallocate funds
towards mental health services,
youth services, and drug and
alcohol dependency services.
4. Take steps to address the
harms caused by Prevent and
rebuild trust in confidential,
non-discriminatory healthcare
services including supporting
NHS staff to receive equalities
training.
5. End lack of transparency and
accountability by immediately
publishing historic data on
the religion and ethnicity of
people referred under Prevent,
proportion of non-consensual
Prevent referrals, evidence
underpinning the ERG 22+, and
evaluation of the “Vulnerability
Support Hubs” project.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & context
1.1. What is Prevent?
Since its implementation in 2006 following the London 7/7 bombings, the Prevent programme has been by far the
most controversial of the four strands of the UK government’s counter-terrorism policy, CONTEST. Unlike the three
other strands,1 Prevent — thought to cost around £40m a year2 — is not designed to respond to acts, or even threats,
of political violence but to “the ideological challenge of terrorism”.3 Typifying contemporary counter-terrorism practices
which increasingly emphasise “risk and threat anticipation” and pre-emptive intervention,4 the programme’s stated aim
is to stop people “from becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism” before they commit any crime, in the so-called “precriminal space”.5
A key plank of Prevent is the training of public sector workers in how to spot the “signs of radicalisation”.6 According
to the Home Office, over a million frontline practitioners including teachers, university lecturers, doctors, nurses and
probation officers have received such training.7 When the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 made Prevent a
statutory duty, requiring specified authorities to “have due regard to the need to prevent people from being drawn into
terrorism”, the prevalence of these trainings increased significantly. So, too, did the number of people being referred under
the programme.8

The Prevent & Channel process
When a Prevent referral is made — for example because a doctor suspects a patient of showing “signs of radicalisation”
— the case will be screened by the Prevent lead within the organisation, often a safeguarding professional. Police will also
check the individual is not the subject of an active counter-terrorism investigation. If the referral is deemed a legitimate
radicalisation concern at this stage — and not, for example, “misguided, malicious or misinformed” (the so-called “3Ms
test”)9 — the case may then be considered at a “Channel Panel” meeting.10

Figure 1: The Prevent process (Source: Home Office)

1. Introduction & context
A Channel Panel is a multi-agency group, led by the police, and involving representatives from the local authority, health,
education and other services. At this stage, many cases are either discarded entirely, or referred to housing, mental
health support or elsewhere. Just a small fraction — between 5-10% of all Prevent referrals — are deemed to warrant
“Channel” intervention. This means that at least 90-95% of referrals were, even in the eyes of the police, “false positives”.
Importantly, even if a Prevent case never reaches a Channel Panel, all referrals are recorded by the police in a Prevent
Case Management (PCM) database,11 and reportedly stored for seven years.12 In addition, those people reported to
Prevent who are not referred to other services may have their cases recorded as “no further action” but this may be
something of a misnomer, since they sometimes still receive a visit from police prior to that decision (for example, see
Case 7 in Chapter 6).
Since 2012, more than 1,500 people have been through the Channel programme.13 What this highly secretive programme
involves is “barely known”, notes the BBC. One participant likened it to “a black box”.14 The BBC calls it “re-education”,15
but the Home Office uses a different term — “ideological mentoring” — and insists that participation is both “voluntary
and confidential”.16

Does Prevent work? Evidence, evaluation & the “signs of radicalisation”
The Prevent model, pioneered in the UK and described as “world-leading” by the Home Office,17 has been exported
around the globe.18 Yet, remarkably, this is being done without a solid, transparent evidence base showing that such
programmes actually work.19
Extremely rare events such as terrorist attacks are notoriously
difficult to predict. However, “radicalisation” theory argues
that a process which precedes an act of terrorism provides
opportunities to intervene.20 An image of an iceberg is
sometimes used to illustrate this concept, with only the peak
(the attack) easily visible. Prevent training materials therefore
prime people to spot so-called “signs of radicalisation” based
on criteria called the Extremism Risk Guidance 22+ (ERG22+),
also known as Channel Vulnerability Assessment Framework.
These were originally based on a single psychological study
which identified at least 22 factors deemed to potentially
indicate radicalisation risk.21 Figure 2 lists these signs.
The ERG22+ paper was initially classified, and was not
published in a peer-reviewed journal until 2015. Despite
this, the framework has been embedded in Prevent since
2011.22 Moreover, the underlying dataset has never been
published. This is a problem from a scientific perspective since
Iceberg image from “Let's Talk About It” website
“instruments need to be tested, validity and reliability cross(Source: www.ltai.info)
verified and studies need to be capable of being replicated and
critiqued”.23 The Royal College of Psychiatrists has criticised
this state of affairs, saying “public policy cannot be based on… lack of transparency about evidence”, and calling for it to
be “comprehensively published and readily accessible.”24 In February 2020, the UN’s Special Rapporteur on the promotion
and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism noted that psychometric systems
like the ERG22+ “mix structured forensic analysis models, traditionally focused on mental illness and deviance, with
other models of intelligence analysis containing strong ideological and political connotations” and “consistently use
ambiguous factors in their application”.25 Chapter 4 discusses health workers’ doubts about the predictive value of the
ERG22+ and examines how engagement factors 1, 3 and 8 have been extrapolated in greater detail.
The Home Office states that 85% of Channel participants leave the programme with “no further radicalisation concerns”.26
However, “pre-crime” is a murky area. It is of course impossible to verify a counterfactual and ascertain whether Channel
participants would otherwise have gone on to become terrorists, absent state intervention. Thus claims about the
efficacy or otherwise of Prevent and Channel are empirically unverifiable. However, we do know of people — such as the
Parsons Green bomber — who went on to commit attacks despite being flagged to Prevent.27 Nor is there solid evidence
that “deradicalisation” programmes designed for those convicted of terror-related offences are effective. Psychologist
Chris Dean — who co-authored the ERG22+ paper — recently admitted as much, to the BBC,28 which describes these
programmes as “in essence experimental”.29 The perpetrator of the December 2019 London Bridge attack had reportedly
completed one such programme.30
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Figure 2: Potential signs of ‘radicalisation’ according to Extremism Risk Guidance (ERG22+)31
Engagement factors

Intent factors

1.

Need to redress injustice/grievance

14. Over-identification with a group or cause

2.

Need to defend against threat

15. Us and Them thinking

3.

Need for identity, meaning & belonging

16. Dehumanisation of the enemy

4.

Need for status

17. Attitudes that justify offending

5.

Need for excitement, comradeship or
adventure

18. Harmful means to an end

6.

Need for dominance

7.

Susceptibility to indoctrination

8.

Political/moral motivation

9.

Opportunistic involvement

10. Family or friends support extremist
offending

19. Harmful end objectives
Capability factors
20. Individual knowledge, skills & competencies
21. Access to networks, funding and equipment
22. Criminal history
+ Any other factor

11. Transitional periods
12. Group influence and control
13. Mental health

There has never been an independent evaluation of Prevent. In 2019, the government succumbed to longstanding
pressure and set up an independent review. However, it appointed Lord Carlile — a leading advocate of Prevent — to
conduct it, leading to a judicial review from civil society. Rather than fight the case, the government removed Lord Carlile,
the review collapsed and the appointment process was started afresh. It is likely the new reviewer will now not be required
to complete their work until August 2021.32

Concepts & concerns: “extremism”, racism & civil liberties
The government describes “radicalisation” as “the process by which a person comes to support terrorism and extremist
ideologies associated with terrorist groups”.33 In turn, extremism is defined as “vocal or active opposition” to “fundamental
British values”, which are said to include “democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of
different faiths and beliefs”.34 But some academics have challenged the concept of “radicalisation” and so-called “conveyor
belt” theories of terrorism, which assume that acquiring radical views is likely to be a precursor to acts of violence.35
Similarly, after the government last year abandoned an attempt to define “extremism” in law, the former reviewer
of terrorism legislation, David Anderson QC, dubbed the term “broad and ill-defined”, arguing that it risked making
legitimate political and religious activity illegal.36 Even the government-appointed Commission for Countering Extremism
has itself criticised the definition of extremism, noting that it is highly subjective and “means different things” to different
people.37
Many of the human rights-related concerns about Prevent stem from this lack of clarity. In particular, since the 2011
revised Prevent strategy widened its remit beyond a focus on violence to include groups and ideas which are nonviolent but nonetheless deemed “extremist”, civil liberties criticisms have sharpened.38 Driving home how malleable this
definition is, Prevent has been applied at various times to a range of dissenting voices. In January 2020, it transpired that
a counter-terrorism police guide sent to doctors, schools and safeguarding children boards, warned readers to be aware
of people “speaking in strong or emotive terms about environmental issues like climate change”.39 It also highlighted
mainstream organisations such as Greenpeace and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, alongside the Extinction
Rebellion movement and a host of anti-racist, anti-militarist and pro-Palestinian groups.40 This was not the first time leftwing and environmental campaigns had been targeted by Prevent.41

1. Introduction & context
Extracts on left wing and environmental groups from a 2019 counter-terrorism police guide
(Source: Counter Terrorism Policing)

In 2018, the UN special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism condemned the Prevent policy and called on the
UK government to “suspend the Prevent duty, and implement a comprehensive audit of its impact on racial equality.”42
Criticisms related to the perceived discriminatory — particularly Islamophobic — impact of Prevent have existed since its
inception. Today, the government insists that Prevent “deals with all forms of terrorism, including Islamist and extreme
right-wing, and does not focus on any one community.”43 However, when first introduced, Prevent funding was allocated
to different areas according to a crude algorithm which used the size of the local Muslim population to estimate
risk.44 While the programme has evolved and developed a great deal since then, leaks which emerged in 2019 from the
Office for Security and Counter-Terrorism’s communications arm (within the Home Office) demonstrated that Prevent’s
target demographics remain the same.45 The documents described “Prevent audiences” as British Muslims, particularly
males, aged 15-39.46 For this reason, Muslim community groups say that Prevent continues to treat them as a “suspect
community”, a position echoed by a number of scholars.47
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Prevent categories & statistics
Although transparency around Prevent and Channel is very limited, the Home Office has released official statistics
annually since 2016. They show that after Prevent was made a statutory duty in 2015, referrals rose sharply.48 Since
then, they have fluctuated somewhat (see Table 1). Prevent officials themselves have pointed out that the occurrence of
terrorist attacks in any given year can increase sensitisation and cause spikes in referral rates.49 The most recent figures,
for the year ending March 2019, showed the lowest numbers of referrals since Prevent became a statutory duty.50 At the
same time, the proportion receiving Channel interventions (approximately 10%) was the highest ever.51
The demographic data which the Home Office provides about people referred to Prevent includes statistics on age,
gender, geographical location and type of extremism concern. Notably, people aged 20 years or under (i.e. including
children) consistently account for the majority of referrals. Information about faith and ethnicity is absent from the data
the Home Office releases. Alongside right-wing extremism and Islamist extremism, a new category called “mixed, unstable
or unclear” (MUU) ideology was introduced in 2017. While right-wing referrals have risen in recent years, referrals for
alleged Islamist extremism concerns have generally constituted the largest group. However, in the latest official statistics
the MUU category accounted for the majority of referrals. The 2019 Home Office report also mentioned, for the first
time, “left-wing radicalisation”.52

1.2. Prevent in the NHS
The handful of cases of health workers who have committed
acts of political violence — such as junior doctor Bilal Abdullah,
one of two perpetrators of the 2007 Glasgow Airport attack
— have been well-publicised.53 Similarly, the multi-faceted
negative health impacts on survivors of terrorist attacks
are rightly well-studied. However, the implementation and
impacts of counter-terrorism measures in the NHS are
markedly under-researched. Despite over 830,000 NHS
staff having received Basic Prevent Awareness training and
over 470,000 having attended advanced training,54 there are
very few studies exploring Prevent’s impact in healthcare.
The views and experiences of health workers themselves
have rarely been heard. This report seeks to help fill that gap.

Image from the Let's Talk About It website
The government has long seen the health sector as a “critical
(Source: www.ltai.info)
partner” for Prevent. The NHS, with its 1.3 million workforce
and 315,000 daily contacts with patients in England alone, is
thought to be well placed “to identify individuals who may be groomed into terrorist activity”.55 Currently, the UK is the
only country in the world where healthcare bodies are legally obliged to be vigilant for potential terrorists.56
Table 1: All Prevent referrals and proportion from health sector, 2015-2019 (Source: Home Office annual
Prevent statistics, 2016-2019)
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

All sectors

7631

6093

7318

5738

Health

6% (457)

8% (464)

9% (680)

10% (564)

Alongside their statutory duty set out in the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015, NHS organisations’ Prevent
obligations are reinforced by a clause in the NHS Standard Contract which providers sign with Clinical Commission
Groups. This states that each provider must nominate a Prevent Lead, comply with Prevent strategy and guidance in all
policies and procedures, and raise awareness of Prevent among staff and volunteers.57 Elsewhere, specific targets are set
with regard to the online “e-learning” Basic Prevent Awareness (BPA) training and the Workshop to Raise Awareness of
Prevent (WRAP), usually delivered in-person. NHS bodies are expected to train 85% of staff in at least the fundamentals

“

1. Introduction & context

of Prevent.58

The UK is the
In terms of data collection, NHS trusts and foundation trusts submit
figures on numbers of referrals made and their Prevent training levels to
only country in
NHS England (via NHS Digital) on a quarterly basis (see Appendix 1).59
From here it is shared with the Home Office. As Table 1 shows, the existing
the world where
data indicates that the proportion of Prevent referrals originating in the
healthcare bodies
health sector has steadily increased over time. The Office for Security and
Counter Terrorism, within the Home Office, funds a number of Regional
are legally obliged
Prevent Coordinators (RPCs)60 within NHS England, who report to the
Department of Health and Social Care (see Appendix 2). Paul McCann, the
to be vigilant for
RPC for London and the South, told Medact that NHS England’s role in
Prevent is “to ensure that the Duty is fully implemented across the health
potential terrorists
economy”.61 To this end, NHS England’s “Prevent Implementation Group”
began holding quarterly meetings in summer 2019 at the Department of
Health and Social Care (DHSC).62 Medact made a Freedom of Information
request to see the minutes of these meetings, but they were deemed exempt from disclosure under section 24 of the Act,
related to “safeguarding national security”. DHSC also contributes financially towards the implementation of Prevent in
the health sector.63
Rather than being framed as a security measure, Prevent has been incorporated into the existing safeguarding duties of
healthcare workers, as Chapter 7 explains. As such, the Care Quality Commission (CQC), England’s healthcare regulator,
sometimes plays a role in compliance monitoring via its periodic inspections.64 Figure 3 shows the key institutions and
data sharing relationships involved in the delivery and enforcement of Prevent in the health sector.

Figure 3: Institutional enforcement of Prevent in the NHS65
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Key issues of concern
The limited literature on Prevent in the health sector suggests four key issues of concern. These are:

●

●

●

●

The impact on specific ethnic and religious communities:
○

NHS staff appear to be “drawing from popular culture to understand
radicalisation”.66

○

Counter-terrorism within healthcare settings “disproportionately impacts
British Muslims”,67 constituting institutional racism68 and raising concerns
about violations of the right to be free of discrimination and the right to
manifest religion.69

○

Individuals (including children) who are erroneously referred experience this
as “stigmatising and intensely intimidating”.70

The impact on people with mental health conditions:
○

University of Warwick researchers argued that “the line between mental
illness and radicalisation is becoming increasingly blurred” and discovered
that some mental health trusts have adopted automatic radicalisation
screening practices for all service users, which risks “inappropriately
stigmatising” people with mental illness.71

○

Instructions to mental health services to fast-track people flagged as
radicalisation risks may create perverse incentives to report people, to
expedite their access to care.72

The positioning of Prevent as safeguarding and the tensions created by this:
○

The University of Warwick study concluded that “the positioning of Prevent
as a safeguarding measure is ambiguous”.73

○

It found that “significant differences exist” compared to pre-existing
safeguarding procedures.

○

It identified a “legal grey area between the provisions of the Care Act and
the Counter-terrorism and Security Act”.74

Medical professionals’ duty of confidentiality and how the Prevent duty may
affect trust in the health services:
○

A report by the Open Society Justice Initiative argued that Prevent has the
potential to violate the right to privacy and concluded that the policy is
“eroding trust” in both educational and healthcare settings.75

○

It also suggested that the lack of adverse consequences for making
erroneous referrals creates incentives “to err on the side of reporting” and
a “rush to refer”.76

○

Prevent may have a chilling effect on both staff and patients, leading to
self-censorship.77

2. Methodology

Chapter 2

Methodology
2.1. Objectives & scope of research
Given the dearth of literature on the impacts of the Prevent policy in healthcare, this research sought to better understand
the implementation and impacts of the Prevent counter-extremism policy within the sector. This report documents
primary research undertaken by Medact, particularly aiming to shed light on four areas:
1.

Equalities issues, including the impact on specific ethnic and religious communities; and

2.

the impact on people with mental health conditions.

3.

The positioning of Prevent as safeguarding and the tensions created by it.

4.

Medical professionals’ duty of confidentiality and how the Prevent duty interacts with it.

Given the focus on these issues, it is not within the scope of this report to offer an in-depth analysis of why policies like
Prevent have been adopted in the context of neoliberalism and the NHS funding crisis. Nor can we propose a fully-realised
vision of an alternative public health approach to how political violence in our society might be reduced. The report
provides some valuable new evidence of the harmful impact Prevent can have on those referred, but in this respect we
recognise it is far from comprehensive, focusing as it does on health workers’ views and experiences, as opposed to
those of patients.

2.2. Interviews, focus groups & case studies
Qualitative data used in this report are based on content analysis of three sets of Prevent training materials from three
different NHS institutions, Freedom of Information (FOI) requests, interviews and focus groups.
Twenty-one in-depth, semi-structured interviews — lasting on average approximately 45 minutes each and conducted
both face-to-face and via telephone — were conducted with a range of people including GPs, public health officials,
academics, safeguarding and confidentiality experts, Prevent “whistleblowers”, mental health specialists working with
children and adolescents and senior figures at a number of the key medical Royal Colleges. The majority of interviewees
were selected via purposive sampling; meaning they were chosen specifically because of their expertise, experiences or
professional role.
We made particular efforts to interview supporters of Prevent. However, this proved difficult since several either declined
to be interviewed or agreed but then stopped replying to emails.1 A number of individuals responsible for the delivery
of Prevent, including in healthcare, also declined to be interviewed, with one stating that a “decision has been taken at
a senior level” that “NHS England/NHS Improvement will not be participating in any independent research at this time,
but will instead be supporting the forthcoming independent review” (initially led by Lord Carlile).2 We wrote formally to
the Home Office to request an interview but received a reply saying no officials would be available for interview.3 As
we explain below, this is just one of a range of barriers imposed on research into Prevent. Nonetheless, some of our
interviewees could still be characterised as sympathetic or even supportive of the Prevent policy — or aspects of it — and
some previously or currently held positions within the policy apparatus. In total, 15 people declined to be interviewed
and 22 did not respond.
Five focus groups were also conducted in four UK cities. These were London, Birmingham, Manchester — England’s three
biggest urban areas — and Brighton, which like the other cities has witnessed significant Prevent interest after high profile
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cases of radicalisation. There was also a degree of pragmatism in the selection, since in four of the initial eight cities on our
list we did not get enough volunteers coming forward to participate. Each focus group had at least five participants and in
total 27 people working in a range of health professions (doctors, nurses, midwives, psychiatrists, radiologists) took part in
focus groups which lasted approximately an hour each. In some cases, we “piggybacked” on existing meetings of healthcare
workers but in others we drew on Medact’s existing networks. As well as being a small sample, we acknowledge that this
may mean our sample was somewhat slanted towards socially-engaged, politically-aware health workers. Nonetheless,
our focus group participants included those who were sympathetic to Prevent, those who had made Prevent referrals,
and those who knew little or nothing about it. Participants were of varying ages, religions and ethnic backgrounds and at
different stages in their careers. Following transcription, responses were systematically analysed according to theme. In
total, almost 20 hours of audio and over 500 pages of qualitative data were collected and analysed from the interviews
and focus groups.

“

The case studies included in Chapter 6 of this
report are drawn from both interviews and
Case studies make visible some of the
focus groups. Little has been written about
the effects of being reported to Prevent,
hidden harms of Prevent in healthcare
including health impacts. These case studies
make visible some of the hidden harms of
Prevent in healthcare, which usually remain unseen due to a combination of patient confidentiality, shame and stigma
experienced by those reported and the fact that already marginalised minorities are principally affected. They provide
anecdotal insights into the often traumatic experience of being reported to Prevent and constitute a key contribution of
the research. Details have sometimes been changed to protect individuals’ anonymity.

2.3. Freedom of Information requests
Quantitative data used in this report is predominantly drawn from FOI requests to NHS trusts, as well as a range of
secondary sources.
There are over 200 NHS trusts and foundation trusts in England.4 Of these, we compiled a sample of 77 trusts based on
lists of Prevent priority areas identified in official documents.5 Each was sent an FOI request, asking for data for 2017-18
and 2018-19 on:
1.

The number of Prevent referrals made.

2.

The number of referrals discussed at a Channel Panel.

3.

The number of referrals subsequently entered into the Channel programme.

For each of the above, we also asked for:
4.

The numbers broken down by faith of the people referred.

5.

The numbers broken down by ethnicity of the people referred.

6.

The numbers broken down by type of extremism concern (using the Home Office’s three categories: right wing,
Islamist, and “mixed, unstable or unclear”).

7.

The numbers broken down by whether they were referred from a mental health or non-mental health department.

Figure 4 shows NHS trusts’ FOI disclosure rates. From our sample of 77 NHS trusts and foundation trusts, 28 refused to
disclose any data, while 49 trusts did disclose information. Overall, 29% supplied only data about the numbers of Prevent
referrals, with a further 7% also providing data on how many of these were discussed at Channel Panel and/or entered
into the Channel programme. In total, 25% of trusts made what we have called “partial disclosures”, which indicates
that they supplied basic figures on Prevent referrals and additional data, often including Channel figures as well as some
demographic data on faith and ethnicity and/or statistics about the number of referrals from mental health vis-a-vis other
departments. Only 4% of trusts in the sample made ‘full disclosures’ ie. provided numbers for Prevent, Channel, faith and
ethnicity data and statistics on referrals from mental health.
Analysis of this quantitative data appears in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. In Chapter 4, we also draw on additional data requested
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via FOIs relating to the faith and ethnicity of all admissions at a smaller sample of NHS trusts, in order to calculate
relative disproportionality ratios. Our method for doing so is described in Appendix 3.
These are two important limitations of our data. Firstly, we did not request statistics on the age or gender of people
referred to Prevent. In addition, we have assumed that the vast majority of referrals are of patients by staff but a minority
are very likely to be staff who have been referred by colleagues. We do not know what proportion of Prevent referral
data relates to health workers themselves.

Figure 4: NHS trusts’ FOI disclosure rates (n = 77)

2.4. Obstacles to research & failures of transparency
The most common Freedom of Information Act exemptions cited by NHS trusts refusing to disclose data related to their
Prevent referrals were “national security” (section 24), “crime prevention” (section 31), “personal information” (section 40)
and “information provided in confidence” (section 41). Even after being challenged via internal review on public interest
grounds, many trusts upheld their disclosure refusals. In particular, any information perceived to be related to national
security — such as Prevent — seems to engender an especially acute lack of transparency.
It also appears that government agencies have specifically sought to encourage health bodies to maintain secrecy and
undermine public access to information around Prevent and Channel. A document authored by NHS England and the
Department of Health and Social Care provided to us by more than one trust contains guidance for trusts on how to argue
against disclosure when FOIs related to Prevent are received. It includes advice from the Home Office citing the above
exemptions and provides “suggested text” to use, which a number of trusts recycled — completely or mostly verbatim — in
their responses to us.
The document also instructs that when an FOI request related to Prevent is received by NHS England or the Department
of Health and Social Care, the Home Office should be contacted, and its FOI team will “assist as necessary by advising
which further exemptions under the law may be applied”.6 A number of NHS trusts which refused to disclose data told us
that they had indeed consulted with Prevent coordinators of the Home Office before responding to our requests.7
This appears to be an attempt to undermine Freedom of Information legislation by imposing central government control
on information held by a range of public authorities in health. Together with the Home Office’s refusal to be interviewed
and its failure to release the results of more than one evaluation of Prevent and Channel,8 this lack of transparency —
and indeed, active attempts to evade transparency — should be regarded as a grave problem in a democratic society.
Notably, before being promoted to Britain’s most senior counter-terrorism police officer, even Scotland Yard’s assistant
commissioner Neil Basu himself acknowledged that “more transparency” around Prevent is needed.9
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Data on faith and ethnicity of people referred via Prevent was especially difficult to gather. As Chapter 1 noted, Prevent
statistics published by the Home Office omit this demographic data. As a reason for non-disclosure, some public bodies
appeared to suggest that release of this information could be reputationally damaging. For instance, one piece of
Home Office advice states that disclosure of certain data could reveal “information about communities which can be
misinterpreted and this can be presented in a way which is not conducive to serving the public interest in fostering safe
and cohesive communities”.10 More explicitly, one NHS trust told Medact: “Figures on the ethnicity, religion or type of
concern of participants may fuel perceived grievances such as the view that young Muslims are being targeted...This
would bring the process into disrepute, destroy trust and damage Prevent at a national level”.11 Similarly, another trust
stated: “Allegations of ‘spying in the community’ and ‘targeting certain groups’ misrepresent and undermine the intention
of the Prevent programme...Figures on ethnicity and faith may fuel perceived grievances that certain groups are being
targeted”.12
Some trusts also told us — implausibly in our view — that providing aggregate data on faith and ethnicity could lead to
the identification of individuals concerned. As suggested by the justifications related to avoiding damage to Prevent’s
reputation, a more plausible reason for official reluctance to release faith and ethnicity data is that public bodies are well
aware that — as Chapter 4 demonstrates — racial and religious minorities are disproportionately reported to Prevent.

3. Basic statistics: rates, regions & Channel progressions

Chapter 3

Basic statistics: rates, regions &
Channel progressions
3.1. Prevent referral rates
Across all NHS trusts, our data captured 195 referrals in 2017-18 and 237 in 2018-19. Since Home Office data puts total
referrals from health at 680 (2017-18) and 564 (2018-19), this means that our sample of disclosing trusts (which focused
on Prevent priority areas) captured approximately 29% of all referrals from health in 2017-18 and around 42% of all
referrals from health in 2018-19. Our data shows that:
•

The majority of trusts (43, 88%) made a maximum of ten referrals in total across both years.

•

Nineteen trusts (39%) made no more than a single referral per year.

•

One in five trusts (10, 20%) made zero referrals across the entire two-year period.

•

The average number of referrals across all trusts for both years was 4.4.

The mean average rises from 4.0 (2017-18) to 4.8 (2018-19), but more longitudinal data would be needed to confidently
assess change over time.1
Figure 5 shows the total numbers of Prevent referrals across two years (2017-19) made by the 49 NHS trusts in our
sample which disclosed this data, ordered by total disclosures.2 It demonstrates the significant levels of variation across
trusts. Six trusts, in particular the first three, stand out as having unusually high referral rates:
•

Camden and Islington NHS Foundation Trust (98 total referrals)

•

Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust (65 total referrals)

•

Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust (46 total referrals)

•

Leeds and York Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (29 total referrals)

•

Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust (20 total referrals)

•

West London NHS Trust (20 total referrals)

All but one of these six show consistently higher than average rates of Prevent referrals across both years.3 Importantly,
this is not simply a reflection of admissions rates. Several of the top twenty busiest trusts in the country (by admissions
in 2018-19) are featured in the sample but have average or below average Prevent referral rates. (These include
Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust and University Hospitals of Derby and Burton NHS Foundation Trust.4) By contrast, none of the
top Prevent referrers are among the busiest trusts by admissions, so relative size does not appear to be skewing our
interpretation of the data. Instead, other factors — whether particularly diligent safeguarding teams or some other cause
— must explain these trusts’ unusually high Prevent referral rates.
In the case of the Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust, one possible explanation could be
heightened levels of staff sensitisation to Prevent due to a longstanding partnership between the trust and West
Midlands Counter Terrorism Unit. In 2013, trust staff delivered “Mental Health First Aid” training to Channel mentors and
others working in Prevent.5 In 2015, clinical staff at the trust were commissioned by the UK’s Counter-Terrorism Police
Headquarters to conduct a “needs assessment” examining the high prevalence of mental health conditions among people
referred to Channel.6 Subsequently, the trust became a key partner in delivering “Vulnerability Support Hubs”, a joint NHS/
Police project designed to address this issue (see Box 1, Chapter 5).
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Figure 5: Prevent referrals by NHS trust, 2017-19

Figure 6: Prevent referrals by region, 2017-19

3. Basic statistics: rates, regions & Channel progressions

3.2. Geographical hotspots
Figure 6 aggregates data on the geographical location of Prevent referrals by NHS trusts in different regions of England.
It is clear that within our sample — which, it is important to remember, was already focused on Prevent priority areas —
there are three major ‘hotspots’ where the majority of Prevent referrals are concentrated: London, the West Midlands and
the East Midlands. Indeed, London and the Midlands alone account for 76% (327) of all Prevent referrals in our sample.
The very high proportion of referrals from these regions may partly be explained by population levels in these areas as we
have not adjusted the figures according to relative population density. However, other factors — such as levels of ethnic
diversity — may also be playing a role (see Chapter 4).

3.3. Progression of Prevent referrals to the Channel
programme

“

Figure 7 shows “false positive” rates across different trusts’, ie. how
many of their referrals Prevent did not progress through to the
Camden and Islington
Channel process (explained in Chapter 1), for the 17 trusts which
NHS Foundation
provided data on this. Green indicates a referral was recorded on the
Prevent database only but was not deemed to warrant discussion at
Trust had a false
a Channel Panel. Orange indicates the number of cases that, after
being referred under Prevent, were then also progressed to a Channel
positive rate of 98%
Panel discussion but not at that stage deemed to require Channel
intervention. Finally, red indicates the cases that went through all
these prior stages (Prevent and Channel panel discussion) and were
also entered into the Channel programme at the end of the process. It should be noted that while there is no requirement
of reasonable suspicion for a health professional or other public sector worker to make a referral to Prevent, under
section 36(3) of the Counter-terrorism and Security Act 2015, the police or a local authority must have “reasonable
grounds” to progress an individual to the Channel programme (though, even at this stage, they are still not guilty of any
crime).
Our data suggest that rates of Channel interventions in Prevent referrals from healthcare may be higher than other
sectors, which may indicate a slightly more stringent approach to referrals. Home Office data shows that, nationwide,
between 5-10% of all Prevent referrals ultimately result in Channel interventions. In our sample, almost one third were
entered into the Channel programme (approximately 32%, 63 of 195 Prevent referrals about which progression data was
disclosed).
However, not all trusts fit this pattern. Indeed, the data again shows huge variation across trusts in terms of their “false
positive” rates. For example, just 2% of the people referred to Prevent at the trust with the most referrals, Camden
and Islington NHS Foundation Trust, were deemed to warrant Channel intervention — a false positive rate of 98%. By
contrast, 42% of Prevent cases at the next highest referrer, Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation
Trust, resulted in people entering the Channel programme — a false positive rate of 58%. These discrepancies may be
indicative of a substantial degree of subjectivity in how Prevent and Channel are operationalised and applied at different
institutions. Interpreting the difference in the specific example cited is challenging without fine-grained qualitative
research in these trusts, but the discrepancy may be connected to the links drawn by officials between mental health
conditions and terrorism and the over-representation of people with mental health conditions in the Prevent programme
(see Chapter 5).
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Figure 7: Prevent referrals’ progression through Channel by NHS trust, 2017-19

4. Racial & religious impact

Chapter 4

Racial & religious impact
In March 2018, a host of experts including the United Nations Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism,
issued a statement warning of increasing levels of racism around the world.1 Britain in the Brexit era is no exception,
with racial inequality entrenched in our society2 and racism of all kinds — ranging from anti-Semitic hate crime to racially
disproportionate police use of stop and search powers — increasing in recent years.3 Rising levels of Islamophobic hate
crime and ongoing socio-economic disparities attest to the racism affecting British Muslims.4 In common with other
racialised minorities, Muslims face systematic patterns of disadvantage and exclusion, high unemployment, and poor
health. Half of all Muslims in the UK live in the most deprived fifth of the country.5
Within the NHS, racism is recognised as a historically ingrained problem. While the workforce is relatively diverse,
Black And Minority Ethnic (BAME) staff are under-represented in senior positions6 and report some of the poorest
workplace experiences.7 The most recent Workforce Race Equality Standard report by NHS England also highlighted
rising discrimination.8 As patients, a recent British Medical Journal special edition on racism in medicine observed that
ethnic minorities experience differential outcomes in healthcare, encompassing worse rates of diabetes, cancer survival,
maternal mortality and overall life expectancy.9 While data on religious groups is somewhat limited, in 2001 the Office for
National Statistics found that Muslims reported the highest rates of ill health.10 In addition, the poorer areas where many
live are often the hardest hit by cuts to health services.11
Simultaneously, opponents of the government’s healthcare charges for people with insecure or no immigration status
— ostensibly introduced to prevent so-called “health tourism” — say the policy has embedded “racial profiling” within
healthcare and fostered an environment of racialised suspicion.12 As Chapter 1 explained, while all UK counter-terrorism
measures contribute to “perceptions of racial and religious discrimination”,13 these concerns are particularly acute in the
case of Prevent. This chapter demonstrates the disproportionate impact of Prevent within healthcare on certain racial
and religious groups.14 It argues that this amounts to discrimination and occurs as a result of the poor predictive value
and racial biases of the “radicalisation” evidence base and risk assessment tools underlying Prevent, combined with
exhortations to health workers to rely on “instinct” which empower unconscious bias.

4.1. Muslims & Asians disproportionately referred
Since its inception, despite a much-publicised recent rise in suspected sympathisers of extreme right-wing causes being
referred,15 Prevent has disproportionately affected ethnic and religious minorities. Our research shows that this pattern
is replicated within the NHS, with people of Asian ethnicity and Muslim faith disproportionately referred to Prevent.16
When asked to provide data on faith and ethnicity of people referred to Prevent from the health sector, the Home Office
told us it “only holds data on Channel referrals” a small subset of overall Prevent referrals, and “detailed statistics on overall
Prevent referrals are held by the Police”.17 It also stated that neither ethnicity nor religion is “a mandatory field” that “the
case officer” (usually police) handling a Channel referral must record.18
Figure 8 shows the data released by the Home Office on referrals from health at Channel Panels and in the Channel
programme, for one year (2017-18). The huge amount of “not completed” data for both ethnicity and religion, particularly
the latter, immediately stands out. These monitoring failures raise serious questions about whether the Home Office is
fulfilling its public sector equality duty under the Equality Act 2010, which requires public bodies to assess the impact
of policies on protected groups.19 At both stages, the high proportion of referrals for which the “extremism concern”
was “Islamist” suggests that many of the referrals for which religious affiliation information was not recorded were likely
Muslims, or read as such.
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Racial disproportionality
NHS Digital and more than 10 NHS trusts also told Medact that they did not collect data on the ethnicity and faith
of people reported to Prevent, again raising questions about compliance with equalities legislation. As the section on
obstacles to research in Chapter 2 described, other NHS trusts refused to disclose the data, some offering reasons which
suggested that revealing the breakdown of the data could be reputationally damaging.
We were able to obtain demographic data on the racial identity and religious affiliation of people referred under Prevent
from a smaller sample of ten NHS trusts. Figure 9 shows how Prevent referrals across two years are grouped according to
ethnicity. The most common categories by far in both years are “Asian British” and “White British”.20 However, we need
to take into account the proportion of the population each group makes up in order to understand the extent of the
disproportionality these figures represent.
A disproportionality “risk ratio”, succinctly expressing the disparities between different groups’ likelihood of being targeted
under Prevent, can be calculated by dividing the minority population’s risk of being referred by the majority population’s
risk. To obtain as precise a figure as possible to use as the population base in our calculations, we also requested admissions
figures broken down by race and religion from the ten NHS trusts (pertaining to the same two years for which we had data
on Prevent referrals). We also excluded one trust from the calculation because all its referrals were of “unknown” ethnicity.
The disproportionality was stark. Our analysis of ethnicity data from the nine NHS trusts in question found that Asians
were reported to Prevent four times more than non-Asians. Disproportionality was consistent across all trusts, with the
exception of Sandwell & West Birmingham, and was especially marked at Essex Partnership University NHS Foundation
Trust. The full table of data and a more detailed explanation of our method, explaining why this is a conservative estimate,
can be found in Appendix 3.

Figure 8: Ethnicity, religion and alleged extremism of Channel referrals from health, 2017-18
(Source: Home Office)
Discussed at Channel panel
Ethnicity

Religion

Concern

White

54

Christian

<10

Islamist

80

Black

13

Muslim

34

Extreme RW

40

Asian

26

Hindu

<10

Other

11

Mixed

<10

Jewish

0

Unspecified

13

Other

<10

Sikh

0

Refused

0

Other religion

<10

Not completed

45

No religion

<10

Prefer not to say

<10

Not completed

99

TOTAL

144

Channel interventions
Ethnicity

Religion

Concern

White

19

Christian

<10

Islamist

27

Black

0

Muslim

10

Extreme RW

17

Asian

<10

Hindu

0

Other

<10

Mixed

0

Jewish

0

Unspecified

Other

<10

Sikh

0
0

Refused

0

Other religion

Not completed

20

No religion

0

<10

Prefer not to say

0

Not completed

33

TOTAL

46

4. Racial & religious impact
Figure 9: Racial identity of people referred to Prevent from 10 NHS trusts, 2017-19

Religious disproportionality
Figure 10 shows how Prevent referrals from the ten NHS trusts break down across the two years according to
religious affiliation. The most common categories by far in both years are ‘Islam’ and ‘Unknown’. Again, we calculated
disproportionality using data on patient admissions and religion. In this case, we excluded four of the ten trusts, either
because all their referrals were of “unknown” faith or because
they told us they do not record religious affiliation data. Here,
the disproportionality was even more marked. Our analysis
Asians were reported
of data on religion from six NHS trusts found that Muslims
were referred to Prevent eight times more than non-Muslims.
to Prevent four times
Disproportionality was a consistent pattern across all trusts and
more than non-Asians.
once again especially marked at Essex Partnership University
NHS Foundation Trust. Appendix 3 provides the full table of
Muslims were referred
figures showing how disproportionality was calculated and
explaining why this is a very conservative estimate.
eight times more than

“

non-Muslims

Figure 10: Religious affiliation of people referred to Prevent from 10 NHS trusts, 2017-19
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Types of alleged extremism
Figure 11 shows the types of extremism suspected of people referred to Prevent from nine NHS Trusts which provided
this data. It may go some way towards compensating for the large amount of “unknown” religious affiliation data, since
those suspected of “Islamist” extremism (the majority in both years) can reasonably be assumed to have been Muslims,
or read as such. Note that this suggests our disproportionality calculations above — in which we treated any “unknown”
data as non-Asian or non-Muslim — very likely under-estimate true levels of disproportionality.
Overall, these figures show that Prevent in the NHS mirrors the racial and religious disproportionality seen in other
sectors.21 This is especially concerning when we bear in mind that the vast majority (90-95%) of Prevent referrals are
deemed false positives, not warranting Channel intervention even in the eyes of police.

Figure 11: Alleged extremism of people referred to Prevent from nine NHS trusts, 2017-19

Disproportionality & discrimination
International human rights law, and domestic legislation such as the Race Relations Acts and Health and Social Care
Act 2008, prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, religion and other protected characteristics.22 Once differential
treatment is demonstrated, the burden of proof to justify this treatment lies with the state.23 However, as a legal academic
explained to Medact, there is a distinction between disproportionality and discrimination and “unequal application would
only be discriminatory [in law] if the unequal application cannot be justified by factual determinants.”24 This means that
disproportionality does not necessarily equal discrimination — but it does demand explanation.
Advocates of Prevent often argue that the disproportionality which is a distinct feature of the policy merely reflects
the “threat picture”. The danger of this argument is its potentially tautological nature, especially in the area of pre-crime
where there is no observable way to verify through tangible evidence that any Prevent referral is “correct” and the vast
majority are indeed false positives, never progressed to Channel. In addition, numerous academic studies attest to the
continued pervasiveness of “racialized notions of criminal threat”.25 Given the long history of the racialisation of crime,26
it is especially dangerous to argue that disproportionate impact on certain racial and religious groups merely reflects the
“threat picture”. As the sociological study Policing the Crisis famously illustrated, once racialised explanations of crime
infiltrate society and its criminal justice system, they can effectively become self-fulfilling prophecies.27 The alternative
explanation is that racism operating within the system could account for some, or all, of the disproportionality seen in
Prevent referral statistics.
When asked to explain racial and religious disproportionality in Prevent referrals, some of our research participants made
reference to contemporary political conflicts in Muslim countries. More frequently, however, they stated the belief that
racism in society — especially the media — was feeding into the health system. A few named both as possible factors.28 To
properly assess the meaning behind the numbers we need to look at qualitative data in more depth. As the next section
explains, the interviews and focus groups we conducted, including evidence gathered about a number of case studies,
suggest that perceived racial and religious identity are often important factors in informing health workers’ judgements
about what potentially constitutes “extremism” or “radicalisation” and can therefore critically influence decisions about
when to make a Prevent referral.

4. Racial & religious impact

4.2. Prevent training: a little knowledge is a dangerous thing
Health workers ‘not immune’ to societal stereotypes
Perceptions that Prevent involves “racism”,29 “Islamophobia”,30 “racial profiling”,31 “pathologising difference”32 and
“intolerance to different belief systems”33 are widespread among health workers. Most believe they themselves are “not
immune”34 to sharing “stereotypes”35 and “prejudice”36 circulating in society in a climate of widespread Islamophobia.37
Just one focus group participant, in contrast, argued that healthcare professionals would have “good equality and diversity”
training and would not make “assumptions”.38 Far more commonly, health workers voiced concerns that individuals may be
judged on “how they look and what they wear”,39 that decisions about what constitutes extremism are “not an objective
thing” and that Prevent could be “playing into people’s subconscious biases”.40
During our research, these unconscious biases — which are by no means unique to health workers41 — occasionally became
visible. Mostly prominently, “extremism” was often assumed to be an ethnic minority issue. For example, Dr Al Dowie,
a Senior Lecturer in Medical Ethics and Law at the University of Glasgow, told Medact that at a 2017 training day for
Scottish psychiatry registrars “the opinion in the room was that the Prevent strategy doesn’t really come into play with the
sorts of patients in their care...the implication was that the spectrum of ethnicities in a Scottish population...is such that
the issue doesn’t arise”.42 Similarly, another health care professional declined an interview request from Medact with the
explanation that “I’m working in Portsmouth these days. I’m not sure if I’d be much use to you, given the local population”.43
Finally, one focus group participant
told us “even though we don’t have
necessarily particularly mixed ethnicity
Health workers voiced concerns that
down in Brighton, [Prevent] was deemed
very applicable to us”.44 In this instance,
decisions about what constitutes
even while pointing out an exception
extremism are “not an objective thing”
to the rule, the comment implicitly
acknowledges the normative logic linking
extremism with ethnic minorities.

“

Any training, observes the British Medical Association’s Ethics and Human Rights adviser Julian Sheather, “is only as good
as the person who’s using it, and people will misuse it”.45 Health workers, however, should not shoulder the blame for the
disproportionality seen in Prevent referral figures. Latent biases shared by all appear to be elicited and empowered by
official Prevent training materials and the tools provided to health workers to operationalise and assess radicalisation
potential.

Reading between the lines: a recipe for discrimination?
Several interviewees criticised the Prevent training they had received. Dr Jonathan Leach, Joint Honorary Secretary of the
Royal College of GPs, told Medact he “felt in many cases, it was pandering to stereotypes”.46 The BMA’s Julian Sheather
agreed, suggesting that “cliches of appearance, cliches of lifestyle” could easily become part of Prevent training.47 Some
healthcare workers said their Prevent training was overly focused on Islam, while giving only “a nod” to the far-right.48 One
Muslim GP told us that Prevent training made her feel “extremely uncomfortable”, since she perceived it to be “mainly
focused on people of Muslim faith” and believed it implied “that if people become more religious, they’d be more likely to
become terrorists”. By contrast, she said, it made “only very passing references to the far right”.49
An NHS safeguarding professional at a Midlands hospital told Medact that Prevent officials say “all the right things” about
how a terrorist can be “any gender, race, or religion”. They explained, however, that the way that terrorism is presented
within Prevent training has the effect of ensuring that Islam is an ever-present fixture. Trainers approved to deliver the
Workshop to Raise Awareness of Prevent are given a “script” and a “standard disc” with a series of clips and told they
may choose which to show but “one of them must be a Muslim person and one must be far right”.50
As an interviewee noted, ultimately, “people understand what they’re supposed to be looking for in a manner that is
informed by the dominant narratives around risk”.51 What one scholar has called the “racial subtext to the entire discourse
of counter-terrorism”,52 shows up explicitly in some official Prevent materials, which focus attention on ethnic and
religious minorities. For example, a Channel referral form used by East and North Hertfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group (Appendix 4) is littered with references to “cultural anxiety”, “travel abroad”, “lack of integration” and “language
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barriers” as well as mentions of religious beliefs (though Islam is never specifically named).53 Likewise, a guide produced
by National Counter-Terrorism Police warned that someone who “promotes the view that Muslims are persecuted in the
UK by the government and media” or voices “concern for ‘oppressed Muslims’ in other countries” could be a member of
the Islamist group Al Muhajiroun.54

“Spotting the signs”: excerpts from the Let’s Talk About It website based on ERG22+55
Feelings of grievance and injustice: “often the most vulnerable [to
radicalisation] are those who perceive discrimination, experience racial
or religious harrassment, or distrust government. They may have
experienced poverty, disadvantage or social exclusion that has left
them with a distorted opinion of the world”.56
Desire for political, social or moral change: “individuals may have been
personally affected by international events in areas of conflict and civil
unrest...watching the suffering in places of conflict and believing that
they are unable to contribute can create extreme feelings of anger and
alienation”.
Need for identity, meaning and belonging: “individuals may be
distanced from their cultural/religious heritage and feel uncomfortable
with their place in the society around them”.

Similarly, the Let’s Talk About It website57 — which is recommended by both National Counter-Terrorism Police58 and the
short-lived Independent Prevent Inquiry59 — contains a “helpful guide” to “spotting the signs” of someone “who may be
vulnerable to becoming involved in extremism or terrorism”. At least three of the factors (listed here with our emphases),
unambiguously apply to ethnic minorities, particularly recent or second-generation immigrants. Similar traits are also listed
in the Prevent e-learning training slide shown. Importantly, these are all extrapolated from the Extremism Risk Guidance
22+, discussed in Chapter 1. This means that the officially recommended Prevent training and risk assessment materials
for identifying and assessing radicalisation potential contain in-built racial biases.

Prevent e-learning image: “feeling excluded” due to “poverty or racism” and “feeling disconnected from
cultural or religious heritage” listed as potential radicalisation risk factors

4. Racial & religious impact
However, not all health workers felt Prevent training was overly focused on Islam or ethnic minorities. In fact, some
were conversely acutely aware of what they perceived as an ostentatious even-handedness. One focus group participant
commented that “you could almost smell them trying to balance it”60, while another observed that Prevent trainers were
“really hammering home the idea that they really wanted to focus on right wing radicalisation”.61 One interviewee suggested
that a key purpose of such an approach within Prevent training might be to justify a policy whose outcomes remain
disproportionate: “It’s almost as if they’re saying, ‘Look, now it’s not Islamophobic’”, she argued.62 These participants’
experiences may reflect official efforts being made to shift the perception that Prevent targets Muslims and to ensure it
appears non-discriminatory. They also suggest that these efforts have failed.
Dr Tarek Younis calls the ostentatious even-handedness of Prevent training materials “performance colour blindness”,
described as the “active recognition and dismissal of racial logic which associates racialised Muslims with the threat of
terrorism”.63 He argues that even when Prevent training materials appear to be explicitly combatting and undermining antiMuslim stereotypes (such as in the two e-learning images shown), they actually reinforce their logic. Academic studies
which suggest that “myth busting” can be counterproductive and in fact merely serve to reinforce myths, provide support
for Younis’s argument.64 This could explain health workers’ consciousness of an elephant in the room — the spectre of
Islamist extremism — even when it is apparently being downplayed and denied, and their scepticism about whether
Prevent is substantively non-discriminatory. It would seem to confirm that Prevent “has never gotten away from its
original articulation”,65 which as Chapter 1 explained was unambiguously focused on Muslim communities.

Prevent e-learning image: ‘Studying Islam’ does NOT increase susceptibility to radicalisation

Prevent e-learning image: ‘Attending the local mosque’ is NOT a likely means of radicalisation
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Understanding risk & operationalising instinct
Department of Health and Social Care guidance notes that “the key challenge is to ensure that healthcare workers
are confident and knowledgeable”.66 A few of our interviewees felt that longer or “better” training could address the
disproportionality of Prevent referrals. Others felt the problem was
rooted in the poor quality of underlying evidence.67

“

Some in the health

The “signs” of possible radicalisation discussed in Prevent materials are
all based on the Extremism Risk Guidance 22+ psychometric system,
community are
concerns about the robustness of which were discussed in Chapter
sceptical about
1. Some in the health community are sceptical about whether these
“symptoms” listed in the ERG22+ contain real predictive value.68
whether the
For example, Royal College of Psychiatrists president Dr Adrian
James, voicing concerns shared by a considerable proportion of
“symptoms” listed in
health workers in our study, noted that “the trouble is many of those
[ERG22+] factors are relatively common.”69 Similarly, other health
the ERG22+ contain
workers suggest that the framing of radicalisation casts suspicion on
real predictive value
a “huge swathe of people”, resulting in a broad-brush approach like
70
“using a sledgehammer to crack a nut”. Unsurprisingly, many health
workers in our study felt that the expectation on them to identify
individuals who may go on to commit an act of terrorism in the future was unrealistic, impractical and unfair.
To fill the vacuum left by the absence of validated, usable risk criteria or reliable concrete indicators, official documents
advise that health workers must exercise “judgement”.71 Additionally, Prevent training materials tell them to “trust your
instincts”.72 It is here — at the point where health workers are ultimately advised to rely on gut feelings, while being asked
to make extremely difficult decisions about who might be a pre-terrorist — that their unconscious bias may be coming
into play in the way they understand and operationalise highly subjective, and at least partially racialised, criteria. One
NHS safeguarding professional responsible for Prevent at a Midlands hospital said they believed this was happening —
“because it is so broad, I think what you’re trusting is your unconscious bias”.73

Prevent e-learning image: “Trust your professional instincts and voice your concerns”

In the context of police use of stop and search powers, Bill Bowling, a Professor of Criminology at King’s College London
has explained that “wherever officers have the broadest discretion is where you find the greatest disproportionality and
discrimination,” because, in the absence of a requirement to have reasonable grounds for suspicion, police end up “using
their own stereotypes about who’s worth stopping”.74 The same phenomenon may be playing out in healthcare with
Prevent referrals. Health workers are not expected to demonstrate reasonable grounds for suspicion to report someone
to Prevent.75 On the contrary, they are given “broad discretion” and encouraged to interpret terrorist potential according
to their gut feelings.76 Moreover, as the previous section discussed, this is combined with Prevent training materials which
actively point towards minorities as higher risk, and an absence of penalties for making referrals which turn out to be false
positives.77
The case studies documented in Chapter 6 demonstrate some of the outcomes of this equation. In Case 1, a psychiatrist
acknowledges that had “religious justification” not accompanied “threats to commit violence” from two schizophrenic
and “floridly psychotic” patients — one a Somali Muslim, the other a British-Pakistani Muslim — he would probably not
have triggered Prevent referrals in either case. He also concedes retrospectively that ethnicity, as well as religion, likely
had some influence on the decision. In Case 4, a GP who referred a severely depressed British-Pakistani Muslim man to
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Prevent despite not seeing him as a radicalisation risk, admitted to her appraiser that she would not have done so had
he been white and non-religious. Case 9, again, features the same intersection of Islam and severe mental health issues,
with the psychiatrist involved in the case unaware of any more tangible factors explaining the interest of Prevent police
in the patient in question besides schizophrenia and religious affiliation. In Cases 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8, also involving Muslims,
religious identity may also have played a part.78

4.3. ‘Weaponising prejudice’
Quantitative evidence shows that Asians and especially Muslims are disproportionately reported to Prevent within
the NHS. Qualitative evidence indicates that this disproportionality is, at least in part, a result of discrimination. A
combination of factors produces these outcomes. Foremost amongst them appears to be the training provided to health
workers to spot pre-terrorists, which offers blunt and biased tools to operationalise “radicalisation” risk using vague,
arbitrary, and racialised criteria. Health workers share entrenched societal stereotypes common to all of us. We should
not be surprised that when faced with the difficult and arguably impossible task of identifying future terrorists, some rely
at times on cognitive shortcuts informed by a climate of anxiety about immigration and Islamophobia, acknowledged even
by former police Prevent lead Simon Cole.79 Their unconscious biases, in fact, appear to be actively elicited by exhortations
in Prevent training to act on “instinct”, in the absence of underlying evidence and risk assessment models with strong
predictive value. It is difficult not to conclude, therefore, that the Prevent programme is “weaponising prejudice”.80
UN special rapporteurs have come to some very similar conclusions. In 2018, the special rapporteur on contemporary forms
of racism condemned the Prevent policy and called on the UK government to “suspend the Prevent duty, and implement
a comprehensive audit of its impact on racial equality”.81 In February 2020, the special rapporteur on the promotion
and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism highlighted that risk assessment
models like the ERG22+ and similar tools often “function as profiling tools...tainted by prejudice, politicization or specific
ignorance, particularly in multicultural contexts”.82 In many countries, she argued, counter-extremism programmes end
up violating minority ethnic and religious groups’ rights to freedom of expression and religion, and privacy. A further
important implication of the racial and religious disproportionality of the Prevent programme in healthcare is that
its potentially harmful impacts on physical and mental health and confidentiality — as documented in Chapter 5, the
case studies in Chapter 6, and Chapter 8 — will chiefly be affecting Asian and Muslim communities. This includes the
possibility that false positive Prevent referrals disproportionately falling on minorities in a discriminatory fashion could
result in a racialised deterrent effect, which would risk worsening existing health inequalities.
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Chapter 5

Mental health impacts
Approximately 1 in 4 people in the UK will experience some form of mental health problem each year.1 Yet there is an
ongoing crisis in mental healthcare provision, with England’s healthcare regulator the Care Quality Commission warning
in 2019 of a “perfect storm” for patients using mental health and learning disability services.2 Last year suicides in the UK
reached their highest level since 2002, including a 19-year high in the rate of children and young people (aged 10 to 24)
taking their own lives.3 Our research participants spoke of the “terrible access to CAMHS” (Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services),4 due to under-funding, and highlighted the contrast with counter-extremism work: “they’ve cut services
everywhere but still somehow seem to have millions for Prevent”.5
As the previous chapter noted, significant health inequalities structured by race and religion are connected to economic
deprivation. These are reflected in mental health care.6 People of Asian heritage are one-third less likely to be in contact
with mental health services, and the perception that these services insufficiently cater to Muslim communities, and people
of colour generally, is widespread.7 Islamophobia negatively affects British Muslims’ experiences of mental health care.8
There is also a pattern of greater coercion and violence impacting BAME people experiencing mental health problems:
they are more likely than white British people to be detained compulsorily under mental health legislation and more likely
to be forcibly restrained.9 In securitised contexts, this can have fatal consequences. Notably, the proportion of BAME
deaths in custody involving mental health-related issues is nearly twice the rate for others.10
This chapter assesses claims that people with mental health conditions are more likely to be drawn into terrorism,
examines evidence indicating disproportionate referrals to Prevent and looks at some mental health harms of Prevent.
It also highlights a nationwide but little-known project involving NHS mental health professionals working alongside
counter-terrorism police.

5.1. A greater risk of radicalisation? Evidence and
pathologisation
The officially endorsed ERG22+ tool, explained in Chapter 1, identifies “mental health” as a radicalisation risk factor. The
UK government’s Prevent strategy also claims that “[p]eople with mental health issues or learning disabilities…may be
more easily drawn into terrorism.”11 Similarly, police website “Let’s Talk About It” lists “mental health issues” on a page
about “spotting the signs” of potential radicalisation. Mark Rowley — formerly Britain’s most senior counter-terrorism
officer — has argued that “[i]f part of the terrorist methodology is to prey on the vulnerable...then it stands to reason that
there will be people with certain mental health conditions who will be...susceptible to that”.12
Some health workers we spoke to during our research also believed that mental illness could increase the risk of being
drawn into terrorism. Amongst them were senior figures such as Royal College of Physicians president Professor Andrew
Goddard, who reasoned:

“

Individuals with learning disabilities and with mental health problems are vulnerable in all sorts of ways...So,
given that we’ve already said that we think that radicalization is exploitation, it follows [that they could be
more likely to be drawn into terrorism].13

Another said: “I think it probably is objectively true [that people with mental health conditions are more likely to be drawn
into terrorism] but you have to be really careful how you act on that, because otherwise you’re pigeonholing this group
of people”.14
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“

However, other health workers strongly disagreed. Dr Adrian James — President of the Royal College of Psychiatrists —
told Medact:
There are a number of published studies [on mental health and terrorism]. The one that’s most often quoted is
a study that compares lone-actor versus group terrorist actions.15 All it did was say that if you look at...people
[with mental health conditions] who definitely have been involved in terrorism, you’re more likely to find them
here [in the lone-actor group] than there [in group-based terrorist networks]. It isn’t a study, and never was a
study that said, “you’re [people with mental health issues] more likely as a group [to engage in terrorism]”. And
there is no study that has shown that that is the case. But I think it’s always been extrapolated to say, people
with mental illness are more likely to be involved in terrorist attacks, which I don’t believe there is actually any
evidence of.16

The authors of the study described above, based at UCL’s Department of Security and Crime Science, have produced a
number of other studies, one of which does claim to have found an incidence of mental health conditions higher than the
global average among lone actors inspired by ISIS.17 However, despite 40 years of empirical research investigating possible
links between psychopathology and terrorism, even these leading authors concede that the evidence is far from robust.18
More broadly, it has long been clear that “symptoms of mental illness are strongly connected with public fears about
potential violence”.19 The need to manage any risk of violence (to self or others) is always taken into account by psychiatrists
and the ability to detain a patient, where it is deemed necessary, is incorporated into the Mental Health Act. The evidence,
though, is in fact “not adequate to suggest that severe mental illness can independently predict violent behaviour”.20
Some studies do suggest a statistical relationship
between violence and a small number of serious
mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia.21 However, it
remains problematic to theorise a causal relationship
given the prevalence of confounding variables such as
drug and alcohol misuse,22 as well as what Professor
Peter Beresford calls the “slow violence” of inadequate
public policies which exacerbate marginalisation,
poverty and discrimination already suffered by people
with mental health conditions.23
With regard to terrorism specifically, evidence
suggests (as Dr Adrian James explained) that if
and when people with mental illnesses do engage
in terrorism they may be more likely to be loneactors than part of a group. This would appear to
contradict the notion that they are more vulnerable
to recruitment by terrorist networks, as was claimed
by the senior counter-terrorism police officer quoted
earlier. Indeed, some evidence suggests such groups
actively avoid recruiting people with mental health
issues.24 One focus group participant suggested that
this could be because those living with serious mental
illness are rarely “capable of the organized thought
needed to carry out such an enterprise”.25 Moreover,
use of  “mental health” as a generalised, disaggregated
category by government and by the ERG22+ is “too
ambiguous to be meaningful”.26

The Let's Talk About It website describes mental
health issues as a radicalisation risk factor
(Source: www.ltai.info)
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Prevent e-learning training case studies featuring non-specific “mental health issues”

5. Mental health impacts
In sum, the evidence for the government’s sweeping claims is weak and does not support the assertion that people with
mental health conditions are more likely to be involved in terrorism. Policy should therefore not be premised on such a
claim. People with mental health conditions are more likely to be victims of violence than perpetrators.27
One major risk of tenuous attempts to link mental illness and terrorism is that such efforts may lead to the pathologisation
of a fundamentally political issue. Several interviewees stressed the importance of distinguishing between radicalisation
and mental illness, pointing out that radicalisation “is not like a medical condition”,28 “isn’t a mental illness” and that “there is
no evidence that it’s amenable to a program of treatment”.29 Even Christopher Dean — the psychologist who co-authored
the paper on which the ERG22+ framework is based and now runs a government-approved Channel deradicalisation
programme called Healthy Identity Intervention — recently conceded that there was no certainty terror offenders can be
“cured”.30
At its worst, Julian Sheather, special adviser in ethics and human rights to the British Medical Association, fears a conflation
between mental health and holding radical, extreme or subversive political opinions could “start to get into the realms of
Soviet psychiatry, where the state starts to monitor people’s belief systems.”31 The potential for medicalised discourses of
political dissidence to be used as a tool of repression is a clear lesson from history.32 In the context of Prevent’s pre-crime
approach — and studies examining political opinions as opposed to criminal acts, as part of an apparent turn towards
mental health to explain terrorism33 — this issue demands attention from all those concerned with medical ethics. Another
significant risk, discussed later in this chapter, is the possibility of exacerbating stigma.

5.2. People with mental health conditions disproportionately
referred to Prevent
Both quantitative and qualitative data from our research point towards Prevent having a disproportionate impact on
people with mental health issues.
Many trusts would or could not break their Prevent referrals down by whether or not they came from mental health
departments, raising questions about whether trusts are monitoring the equalities impact of the policy on the people with
mental health conditions. However, 22 NHS trusts34 did provide data on whether Prevent referrals over two years (20172019) came from mental health or other departments. The number of referrals coming from mental health departments
was stark, as Table 2 shows.

Table 2: Prevent referrals from 22 NHS trusts by department, 2017-1935
2017-18
Mental health
department referrals

2018-19

Referrals from other
departments

50

31

Mental health
department referrals

Referrals from other
departments

52

46

It is important to exercise caution in interpreting these figures since some of the trusts in our sample were specialist
mental health trusts while others may offer limited mental health services. Furthermore, within trusts which offer both,
the relative size of different departments may vary. Nonetheless, comparing Prevent referrals from the four specialist
mental health trusts in our sub-sample to the 18 non-specialist trusts (Table 3) still suggests that mental health patients
are disproportionately represented.

Table 3: Prevent referrals from 4 mental health trusts and 18 non-specialist trusts, 2017-19
Referrals from 4 mental health trusts

Referrals from 18 non-specialist NHS trusts

2017-18

2018-19

2017-18

2018-19

44

45

37

53

Overall annual average: 11.1

Overall annual average: 2.5
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Even when we exclude the four specialist mental health trusts which contributed such a large proportion of referrals, the
picture looks very similar (Table 4). Moreover, given that mental health conditions often go under-reported or undiagnosed,
even on hospital wards where a patient might be receiving treatment for a physical condition, it is also worth noting that
these data may underestimate the correlation between mental illness and Prevent referral.

Table 4: Prevent referrals from 18 non-specialist NHS trusts by department, 2017-1936
2017-18
Mental health
department referrals
19

2018-19

Referrals from other
departments

Mental health
department referrals

17

Referrals from other
departments

21

28

While further research is urgently needed, it appears that mental health may be a significant factor related to Prevent
referral. This conclusion echoes research published in the BMJ in 2016 which similarly found that ‘[m]ental health trusts
in England recorded a much higher level of referrals”.37 Likewise, British counter-terrorism police reportedly concluded
in 2016 that around 50% of individuals referred to Prevent may have had some kind of mental health condition and
launched a project to investigate the interaction (see Box 1). The estimated prevalence of mental health conditions among
Channel cases that same year was at least 44%.38
This is supported by qualitative evidence from our research. A former Prevent Lead in an English primary care trust and
ex-Channel Panel member told Medact that a “substantial” proportion of cases he looked at via Channel — and quite
possibly “the majority” — involved “some kind of mental health issues”.39 In addition, as discussed in more detail later in this
chapter, more than half of the Prevent referrals in our case studies (provided in Chapter 6), involved pre-existing mental
health conditions including schizophrenia, depression, and bipolar disorder.

5.3. Stigma & mental health harms of Prevent
As discussed earlier, the evidence for a
causal link between having a mental health
condition and being drawn into terrorism is
weak. Therefore, the fact that people living
with mental health conditions seem to be
disproportionately referred to Prevent and
Channel may partly be a result of stigmatising
claims about a link, rather than evidence of a
heightened threat.64

“

If you unjustifiably link these sorts
of things to mental illness...it’s
profoundly damaging
— Dr Adrian James

President, Royal College of Psychiatrists

Some health workers, especially mental health
specialists, voiced concerns that the claim was
harmful. For example, Dr Shazad Amin, a retired consultant psychiatrist who is now CEO of Muslim community group
MEND, said “in mental health...one of the most difficult areas that we have as a speciality — which other areas of medicine
don’t have — is stigma” and the government’s claim, he argued, merely “adds an extra layer of stigma to an already difficult
area.”65 Royal College of Psychiatrists president Dr Adrian James echoed this sentiment:

“

if you’ve got a mental illness, let’s say like depression, and the papers are always reporting that people who’ve
got a mental illness, they’re off doing this [violent] stuff, again, it reflects on them. People feel bad about
themselves, people around them distance themselves, they have less opportunities in life, people might
be more suspicious about employing people, even having them as a child at school. So, if you unjustifiably
link these sorts of things to mental illness, it puts a whole sort of cloud in perspective over everybody who
experiences mental illness — and there are lots of them. So it’s profoundly damaging.66
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Box 1: ‘Vulnerability support hubs’: the secretive counter-terrorism mental health project
In 2015, Counter-Terrorism Police Headquarters
commissioned a mental health “needs assessment”
from clinical staff at Birmingham and Solihull Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust.40 This research found
that around 50% of referrals across England and Wales
had “vulnerabilities related to mental health.”41
As a result, in April 2016 counter-terror police,
reportedly with the support of NHS England,42 launched
a “groundbreaking”43 one-year pilot programme to
“embed mental health experts with counter-terrorism
officers” in England’s three biggest urban areas —
London, Birmingham and Manchester.44 Today, these
little-known “hubs” are a permanent feature of the UK
counter-terrorism apparatus.
Each of the three regional “Vulnerability Support
Hubs” in the West Midlands, North West and
London comprises a police sergeant, a police lead, an
administrator, and several NHS professionals including
a consultant psychiatrist, a consultant psychologist, and
at least four mental health nurses.45
The scheme was originally overseen by Chief Inspector
Debbie Mackenzie,46 with responsibility passing to
Chief Inspector Karl Curran in November 2019.47 NHS
England Regional Prevent Coordinator for the Midlands,
Andy Smith, reportedly holds responsibility for “mental
health” including the “VS Hubs”.48
The reported aim of the original pilot was to “to
improve the understanding of both police and health
professionals of the associations between mental health
conditions and vulnerability to radicalisation”49 and “to
assess the value of mental health professionals working
alongside counter terrorism police officers... in relation
to the management of individuals referred to the police
with known or suspected mental disorders who may be
vulnerable to radicalisation and extremism.”50
According to Reuters, it was also intended “to give
psychiatrists the chance to identify people referred
to Britain’s counter-radicalisation programme Prevent
who had mental health issues, and treat them”.51 The
National Police Chiefs’ Council and Birmingham and
Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust both
stated that the pilot project would be independently
evaluated.52
Dr Adrian James, president of the Royal College of
Psychiatrists, told Medact he recalls being informed
of the project about three years ago by contacts at
the Home Office. “They were going to do a proper
evaluation of the routes from health and the routes
into health, what happens to people, who they were...
diagnoses, and...what the outcomes were”, he states.

“It started, we were told about this...and it was never
published. And my understanding was it had been
shelved.”53
Similarly, Reuters reports that that the Office for Security
and Counter-Terrorism had instructed psychiatrists
working on the project not to pre-empt a “final report”
due for release in November 2017 by disclosing its
findings. But no evaluation of the project has ever been
made public.
Nonetheless, the scheme was rolled out nationwide in
November 2017.54 Professor Jennifer Shaw — a forensic
psychiatrist at the University of Manchester who serves
as the mental health lead for Greater Manchester
Police on the project — attributed this expansion to
the project being considered highly successful by the
government.55
Despite the lack of publicly available information about
the project, it is reportedly set to become a centrally
commissioned “single service model with national
oversight” by 2021.56
From documents obtained through an FOI request to
the National Police Chief’s Council, Medact ascertained
that overall control of the hubs lies with counterterrorism units.57 The pilot project — which cost
nearly £800,000 in its first year — was jointly funded
by counter-terrorism police, the NHS and the Home
Office.58
While the initial NHS contribution of £90,00059 was
relatively small, this unique deployment of scarce
NHS resources towards a police-led counter-terrorism
programme signals the increasing blurring of the lines
between security and care. As scholar Rita Augestad
Knudsen observes, this highly unusual embedding
of NHS mental health professionals within counterterrorism police also raises important ethical issues.
She fears the hubs could become “tools of intelligence
gathering” for active counter-terrorism investigations.60
Moreover, as the programme is police-led, the mental
health treatment of the individuals concerned is “located
squarely within a security framework”.61 The potential
impact of police contact on vulnerable individuals
with mental health conditions is also a serious issue of
concern, especially “the potent combination” of racism,
mental health and frontlines policing.62
While police praise the project for saving resources by
“reducing the time it takes to get health information”63,
the appropriateness of such close collaboration
between the NHS and counter-terrorism police must
be questioned.
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As mentioned, more than half of the nine Prevent referrals involved in the 10 case studies included in this report
(Chapter 6), involved a pre-existing mental health condition, including schizophrenia, depression, and bipolar disorder.
If this over-representation of people with mental health conditions in Prevent referrals may be — at least in part — a
consequence of unwarranted and harmful suspicion, this stigma appears to be compounded in a number of cases in
which patients are also Muslim and/or BAME. For instance, these factors combined in Case 1, in which a psychiatrist
who was not unused to patients making threats to commit violence treated two schizophrenic BAME Muslim patients
whose threats had a rhetorically religious inflection as potentially more dangerous and referred them to Prevent.
Similarly, in Case 4 a GP treated a severely depressed, psychotic BAME Muslim man’s suicidal ideation as a Prevent
issue because he expressed a wish to die “for my religion”. In Case 9, a schizophrenic with “delusional ideas” became of
interest to police when he converted to Islam.
Our research also found some evidence that Prevent referrals can directly and indirectly damage the physical and mental
health of the individuals concerned, as well as their families. This happens in multiple ways.
Firstly, we documented several case studies in which Prevent referrals of people already being treated for pre-existing
mental health conditions damaged therapeutic relationships between health practitioners and patients. In Case 1,
according to the psychiatrist involved, a Prevent referral almost certainly set back an “extremely paranoid and unwell”
schizophrenic man’s recovery by impeding the development of a trusting relationship between patient and health care
staff. In Case 4, even though the GP in question did not believe her “acutely depressed” and “psychotic” patient posed
a real threat, she referred to Prevent before referring to mental health services, potentially delaying mental health care
and causing unnecessary distress. In Case 7, Dr Lyn Jenkin describes how he discontinued his treatment as a result of a
Prevent referral by a psychologist from a branch of the Oxford NHS Health Foundation, having lost trust in their services.
Secondly, we found some evidence of Prevent referrals apparently triggering mental health problems, including in
individuals with no prior reported history of mental illness. Case 5 outlines the case of a young man who, according to
his GP, developed obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) apparently as a direct result of the trauma and anxiety caused by
being referred to Prevent by his school. His GP told us the boy had no prior psychiatric history. Prevent referral can have
profoundly negative indirect impacts on the family of someone referred. In Case 3, the parents of a boy referred under
Prevent experienced health and mental health conditions including depression and a bout of angina, which they believed
were brought on by stress as a result of their son being suspected of displaying terrorist potential. In this case, the boy’s
school eventually apologised for making the referral.
Thirdly, lack of trust as a result of a Prevent referral can damage the care and support which health services are able
to provide. Case 8 illustrates this with the example of a young person diagnosed with a developmental disorder. In this
case, the young man’s school had referred him
to Prevent, leading to a complete breakdown
in trust between the family and public bodies
Prevent’s negative impacts are
in general. As a result, his parents did not give
permission to CAMHS (Child and Adolescent
likely to affect children and young
Mental Health Services) to tell the school about
the boy’s diagnosis, detrimentally impacting
people, and BAME and Muslim,
the support he received. In Case 2, although
communities most
to our knowledge no official Prevent referral
was made, an NHS psychiatrist describes her
experience of being disciplined for questioning
Prevent training. Remarkably, she now says she would not herself use NHS mental health services if she could avoid them.

“

Taken together, this qualitative evidence suggests that Prevent referrals can damage people’s physical and mental health
in a variety of direct and indirect ways. Given the number of cases we know are false positive referrals, it also indicates
that some patients are being needlessly reported to Prevent when they are in fact in need of mental health care.
It is important to highlight that the negative effects are likely to be impacting the health and mental health of certain
groups — specifically children and young people and BAME and Muslim communities — more than others. Children
and young people are impacted more because the majority of Prevent referrals are of people aged 20 or younger,
according to Home Office data67 and, as Chapter 4 explained, Asian/British-Asian and especially Muslim communities are
disproportionately referred to Prevent.
Moreover, as Chapter 8 discusses, some health workers fear that the negative impacts may affect not only individuals
and their families directly but potentially also whole communities by harming trust in the health profession. While more
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research is needed to ascertain whether a deterrent effect is actually present, this risk is especially concerning in the
context of mental health, where patients are already more likely to be “isolated” and “paranoid”, already making it “hard
to gain their trust”.68 As a clinical psychologist working in CAMHS in London explained, if people are put off from seeking
care:

“

That would be likely to have a knock-on impact on anything that they might need help with, mental health or
physical health. People would try out the other ways of coping — drugs or whatever — or just doing nothing.
They would put off seeking help and only seek help in crisis, and that would mean that their problems got
worse. And they would end up having more coercive interventions in the long run, which is definitely what
happens in mental health.69

Given the already poor provision of mental health care, particularly to young people and BAME communities, it is
extremely concerning that Prevent may be exacerbating the problem and worsening existing health inequalities.

5.4. Securitising mental illness?
The evidence for the government’s assertion that people with mental health conditions or learning disabilities are more
likely to be involved in terrorism is far from robust. The claim is misleading to both health professionals and the public
and should not be used as a basis for policy. Our findings support the view that “the line between mental illness and
radicalisation is becoming increasingly blurred”70 and this risks pathologising a fundamentally political issue as well as
potentially increasing stigma, a significant concern for mental health care professionals. The ERG22+ system fails to
disaggregate between different conditions and merely lists “mental health” as a radicalisation risk factor, which could
be one factor explaining why people with mental health issues are disproportionately reported to Prevent. The reality
of this over-representation seems to be compounded when patients are also Muslim and/or BAME, and may constitute
a form of double discrimination.
The secretive Vulnerability Support Hubs project which embeds NHS mental health professionals into a counterterrorism police-led project raises acute ethical concerns about the possible impacts of securitisation on mental health
care. Care should be the priority in interactions between health workers and people with mental health conditions.
However, while NHS guidance does acknowledge in passing the need to weigh up the potential harms of a Prevent
referral,71 there is very little research into the impact of this often highly traumatic experience on vulnerable individuals
with mental health conditions. While both counterterrrorism police and NHS England claim that a positive by-product
of Prevent is that it will benefit patients with undiagnosed conditions who may not otherwise come into contact with
mental health services,72 we found considerable counter-evidence of harm. In several cases, Prevent referrals damaged
therapeutic relationships between health practitioners and patients already receiving treatment for mental health
conditions. In one or two cases, referral apparently triggered new mental health problems in individuals with no prior
history of psychiatric illness and in others Prevent negatively affected the care and support which health services were
able to provide. The direct and indirect health harms of Prevent on individuals and their families are likely to be felt
mostly by children and young people, and BAME and Muslim communities. More broadly, the potential for eroding
trust and deterring health-seeking behaviour is clear, and especially concerning in the context of mental health, meaning
Prevent could be exacerbating mental health inequalities.
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Chapter 6

Case studies
Case 1. Psychiatrist’s referral of ‘floridly psychotic’ patient
‘harmed therapeutic relationship’
A psychiatrist explained to Medact that he had been involved in two Prevent referrals while working under different
consultants, one in 2014 and one in 2017. Both patients were, in his words, “floridly psychotic”, with diagnoses of
schizophrenia, “extremely paranoid and unwell and making really quite bizarre but threatening statements”. However,
“with neither of them was there anything we would have thought of as an imminent or even particularly likely risk”.
Indeed, the psychiatrist believes that had Prevent training not been given, the cases would never have been discussed
with police.
Both patients were BAME Muslim men and religious rhetoric appears to have been a critical factor. The psychiatrist
explained: “In psychiatry, we’re thinking about managing risk, which includes risk of harm to other people, and
perhaps wouldn’t see threats to commit violence with a religious justification as different from other threats to
cause violence if somebody’s very unwell with a psychotic illness.” But, he conceded, “I suppose because they were
expressing a religious justification for what they had thought of doing, then that’s what triggered us to make a referral
to Prevent in those cases.” He later noted that ethnicity, as well as faith, likely played a role in the decision to refer,
saying “I don’t doubt that that would have had some influence on it.”
In both cases, police came in and interviewed the patients. “They struck me as not having very much experience of
serious mental illness, and they were really quite taken aback at how unwell these people were.” The psychiatrist’s
impression was that police “felt completely out of their depth”, “didn’t really want anything to do with it” and were
“relieved to hear” that neither patient was “going anywhere fast”, i.e. likely to be discharged to live independently in
the near future. However, the police did not advise the psychiatrists that they had been wrong to refer.
Prior to referring, the psychiatrist discussed the referral with the first patient, a Muslim man of Somali origin —
but describes him as “so euphoric, he didn’t care”. He also discussed it with the second patient, a British-Pakistani
Muslim man, but — again — doubts whether this constituted informed consent, since the patient’s “capacity to weigh
up information” was impaired. In retrospect, the psychiatrist believes this Prevent referral “probably harmed the
therapeutic relationship” and set back the patient’s road to recovery.
He explained that this patient, who was detained in hospital under the Mental Health Act at that time, “didn’t trust
anyone at all” and believed “all the staff on the ward were poisoning him, his family were poisoning him, [and] that there
was some huge conspiracy to be monitoring him.”
The psychiatrist felt that “us getting a policeman in
There’s no doubt us having
to speak to him would have made him even more
suspicious of us” and likely “reinforced” his delusions,
arranged for a policeman
in part “because some of his persecutory delusions
were centred on the police”. The “only thing” that
from the Prevent
can heal such severe paranoia, said the psychiatrist,
programme to speak to
is antipsychotic medication combined with “having
a long-term relationship where you build up trust”.
him will have set back
The psychiatrist concluded: “There’s no doubt us
having arranged for a policeman from the Prevent
recovery a few spaces
programme to speak to him will have set that back
a few spaces”. He added: “his suspicion of mental
health services would have been compounded by
our being associated with the police in this way”. The Prevent referral, therefore, not only failed to add “any value to
either the patient’s clinical care or the management of their risk, or...any aim that the policemen would have had”, it
also “came with a cost”.

“
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Case 2. NHS psychiatrist ‘would not use NHS mental health
services’ after Prevent experience
A female Muslim psychiatrist recounted what happened when she had to attend a Prevent workshop while a trainee,
in a group consisting mostly of junior doctors. During the session, she mentioned the Royal College of Psychiatrists’
position statement on Prevent and criticised the programme as discriminatory, harmful to confidentiality and lacking
in transparency. This sparked a discussion. Other doctors chipped in too. The Prevent trainer seemed uncomfortable
with the debate and soon ended the discussion. A few weeks later, the trainee psychiatrist’s educational supervisor
informed her a concern had been raised about her comments during the session.
She recalls “I was obviously thinking ‘Oh my gosh, it’s something clinical, I’ve made a mistake whilst I was on call’ but
it turned out that the Prevent trainer had made a complaint about me.” Although her initial reaction was to laugh as it
seemed “so ridiculous”, over subsequent weeks she became “embroiled in this Kafka-esque nightmare” which “took
on a life of its own”. The three-page complaint and subsequent emails, she states, linked her to an Islamic organization
she had no links with and had not mentioned. Indeed, she had not mentioned her religion at all but is visibly Muslim
due to her hijab, as well as from a BAME background. “None of the white doctors” who had been present, she later
determined, had complaints filed against them.
The trainee psychiatrist continued to perform her medical duties as the case dragged on for six weeks. The complaint
was reportedly “rapidly escalated” to the “most senior management of the trust”. Remarkably, she was never asked
for her own account of what happened and says she was “made to feel completely invisible” during the process, “as
if I was guilty until proven innocent”. It culminated in the trainee psychiatrist’s consultant being asked to provide an
“assurance that the individual is now more aligned to the Prevent strategy”. In the end, the trainee psychiatrist agreed
to a statement that she was clear about her responsibilities under the General Medical Council (GMC) with respect
to breaching confidentiality.
The psychiatrist feels that she was targeted as a Muslim and believes the affair was an example of “stifling dissent
against Prevent”. But, she says, “there was no acknowledgement that I had been the victim of discrimination” and
instead “everyone pretended as if nothing had happened”. The episode had “profound impact” on her life, she explains,
and left her trust in the NHS — despite working within it — badly damaged: “It certainly affected me as a potential
patient. It’s definitely massively increased the threshold of me seeking psychiatric help. And certainly, I wouldn’t seek
help for mental health problems under the NHS. And this is me, somebody who knows about the system, I’m an
insider. So I just keep thinking, well, what about somebody on the street? What about somebody who’s really unwell
and doesn’t know the system, and doesn’t know what this means? What about them?”
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Case 3. Health impacts on parents of Muslim schoolboy
referred to Prevent
A father, who previously sat on the Prevent Strategic Group of a local authority, and is now an advisor to a police
Counter-Terrorism Unit, told Medact about the 2016 Prevent referral of his son and its dire health impacts on the
whole family.
The boy, a nine-year-old Muslim attending a Catholic school, made a joke in a conversation with friends about how
he would “blow the windows” out of a limousine going to the upcoming school dance, in order to “eat the chocolate”
inside. Another child of the same age reported these remarks to a teacher. The teacher went to the headteacher, who
questioned the boy and contacted the Prevent coordinator.
Besides the direct, deeply upsetting impact on the boy, his father and mother were both “very badly affected” too.
The father was admitted overnight to hospital with angina after experiencing bad chest pains “brought on by the
stress of the situation”. The Prevent referral left his wife deeply anxious about the environment in which her son was
being educated, to the extent that she was diagnosed with depression and began taking medication.
The father explains that his family “were strong enough to challenge” the referral, and eventually the school
apologised. But, he asks, “how many other families can’t do that, and what damage is caused to their health?” He
stepped down from the Prevent Strategic Group as a result of this experience.

Case 4. GP ‘panicked’ when mentally ill Muslim patient hearing
voices mentioned Turkey

“

If I don’t do anything,

A GP told Medact of a 2018 Prevent referral he encountered
I don’t want my name
second-hand when conducting confidential appraisals of other
doctors. A doctor knew that a patient of hers — a middleto be in the headlines
aged, British-Pakistani man — had a history of mental illness.
Accompanied by his wife, this man came to see the doctor
the next day
and reportedly said, amongst many other things, “I want to die
fighting for my religion, I want to go to Turkey”. He also said
“my religion is what is important to me and if I’m going to die, I want to die for my religion”, but was vague about
specifics. At the same time, the patient presented as acutely depressed, psychotic and hearing voices.
The GP appraiser told us the doctor “did all the right things, did an assessment, referred him to mental health services
and referred him to Social Services — because he admitted he’d hit his wife as well, who was with him at the time
— but before she did any of that, she rang the police and she referred him to Prevent.” Prevent officers arrived two
hours later and interviewed the man. After about half an hour, they decided they weren’t interested.
The doctor told the GP appraiser that she had asked the man’s consent to refer him to Prevent and reported that he
had said “fine”. However, the GP appraiser felt strongly that those with serious mental illness are “vulnerable” and
therefore often “compliant, because they’re not well”, trusting health professionals to act in their best interests. He
also told Medact that he learnt the man “had gone to A&E the day before but, because they kept him waiting, he left
after about four hours”, suggesting that this illustrated the man “was seeking help and was clearly not someone who’s
planning to commit an act of violence”.
After hearing about the case, the GP appraiser asked the doctor whether she had viewed the patient as a terrorist or
potential terrorist and she replied “no”. He asked if she thought the patient was radicalised and she replied “no”. He
asked why she had therefore referred to Prevent and she replied (in his words): “Look, he said the words ‘I want to die’,
he said the words ‘religion’ and ‘Turkey’. You know what? I just panicked. I wanted to get it off my case. I thought the
best thing to do is just refer it to Prevent, right?” He asked her if the patient had been white British and non-religious
whether she would still have referred to Prevent and she said “no”. The doctor nonetheless felt she had done the
right thing. She explained to the GP appraiser “If I don’t do anything, I don’t want my name to be in the headlines the
next day.”

6. Case studies

Case 5. Muslim teenage boy ‘developed OCD after Prevent
referral’
A GP told us about the “tragic” case of an academically high-achieving Muslim teenage boy who developed Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder (OCD) after being referred to Prevent. He had originally been praised for a history presentation
at his sixth form college in which he mentioned the Ottoman Islamic Caliphate. However, the following week —
Counter-terrorism Awareness Week — a teacher made a Prevent referral retrospectively.
The case “went back and forth for over a year”. It was prolonged because the boy’s school was in a London borough
where the referral met the local criteria to be passed on to a Channel Panel, whereas — demonstrating the subjectivity
of referral criteria — in the adjoining London borough where he lived, his case was dismissed.
Due to their fear of stigma following this experience, the family — although practising Muslims — wrote “none”
in the religion section of the registration form when they joined the GP’s surgery. In addition, while we cannot be
certain of what other factors in the teenager’s life might have played a role, his GP firmly believes that the boy’s OCD
symptoms were triggered by this traumatic experience. He explained: “I had all of his medical details, and this is not
somebody who had any past history of self-harm or anxiety, no psychiatric history, but this is what happened after
that.”

Case 6. Family lost trust in care team after severely ill young
Muslim man, unable to self-feed, referred to Prevent by
physiotherapist
A GP told us about the case of a young Muslim man in his twenties who began suffering from a severe illness
rendering him “totally dependent on carers and his mother”, as well as daily visits from physiotherapists. He was
“quite a religious lad” and while unwell would often watch YouTube videos of Islamic scholars talking about religion.
In 2018, a physiotherapist noticed the young man watching one such video
and decided to make a Prevent referral. As a result, counter-terrorism
police contacted the GP to ask for their opinion on the case. The GP told
the police “I can’t believe that this has been referred to Prevent. The young
man cannot walk or feed himself and yet you’re asking me if he’s a threat
or risk.”

“

The young
man cannot
walk or feed

The health worker did not refer “out of malice”, commented the GP, but
himself and
“because of the training that they’ve had, they think they are doing the right
yet you’re
thing.” The GP felt obliged to inform the family “because at the end of the
day, they’re allowing people into their home to look after their child who
asking me if
they’re totally trusting”. Since the physiotherapist who made the referral
did not identify themselves to the family — let alone ask for consent — the
he’s a threat
incident led to a complete breakdown in trust between the family and the
entire healthcare team, which interrupted the young man’s treatment. The
GP explained: “We had to get new carers, new physios in, and it affects the continuity of care because obviously they
were looking after him, they knew the routine and everything.”
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Case 7. Climate change activist and ex-GP seeking mental
health treatment referred to Prevent
Dr Lyn Jenkins, who retired five years ago, told Medact that towards the end of his long career as a GP and primary
care ophthalmologist, he recalls being given Prevent training. While he was troubled by the ambiguity of when a
health professional would be justified in breaking confidentiality, in large part the training was “water off a duck’s
back” because, at that time, he perceived Prevent to pertain to people “on the verge of becoming terrorists” and
thought himself unlikely to ever encounter such a patient.
Concerned about climate change, in 2019 Jenkins decided to join Extinction Rebellion (XR) protests and “intended
to get arrested” because he “agree with that precept, that the only way to get systemic change is to be civilly
disobedient”. Concerned his claustrophobia would be triggered by being in a police cell, he sought medical help and
was referred to Healthy Minds, a mental health branch of the Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust, in March. He
also suffered from cyclothymia, a minor form of bipolar disorder. He had four weekly sessions involving graduated
exposure therapy and made some progress at being in enclosed spaces without panicking.
In April, the young student psychologist Jenkins had been seeing telephoned and informed him she had discussed his
case with her supervisor and that together they had decided to refer his case to Prevent. “I objected,” Jenkins says.
“I said ‘Why? XR is not a terrorist organisation’, and I didn’t think I was a vulnerable adult, who was capable of being
brainwashed.” When he complained to management, he was told it was “normal safeguarding procedure” and that
“the remit of Prevent was wider than terrorism”.
At XR’s “Easter Rebellion” protest, Jenkins avoided being arrested, fearing it could “complicate things” due to the
Prevent referral hanging over his head. After about a month of waiting, he chased up his own case. He was informed
that police were “not going to take it further” but also that he could do nothing about the fact that a record of the
Prevent referral would be kept on file. Then, “two weeks later, two police officers knocked on the door” and “said
they wanted to know if I was okay”. Jenkins told us: “My wife had a terrible shock, she thought somebody had died.
I was amused and slightly bemused...the whole thing felt Kafka-esque.”
When Jenkins’ case was reported in the Guardian,1 Thames Valley police referred to this as a “welfare check”. Jenkins
did not continue his treatment with Healthy Minds: “I didn’t go back. I told them I was disappointed in them, and that
I felt I’d been let down.”

Case 8. Communication breakdown: lack of trust following
Prevent referral had detrimental impact on Muslim boy’s health
and education
A clinical psychologist working in Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) related to Medact the case
of a British-Bengali Muslim secondary school pupil whose Prevent referral by his school — apparently for watching
certain videos online — shattered his family’s trust in educational authorities. Although the psychologist did not
believe the case progressed to Channel, it did have a “knock-on impact” on the child’s health, making it difficult for
him to get the help he needed when he was later diagnosed with a developmental disorder.
“It’s always beneficial for CAMHS and a school to be able to work together to support a young person”, explained
the psychologist. But in this case, the parents “were so suspicious of the school, their trust was so low” that “CAMHS
weren’t given permission to tell the school anything about the child’s subsequent diagnosis, or anything that the
school needed to do differently”. This meant “the child’s school didn’t get the information they needed to adapt their
approach in the way that he would have needed.”
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Case 9. Schizophrenic patient who converted to Islam
attracted interest of Prevent police
A psychiatrist told Medact about a patient with schizophrenia whose mental health problems included delusional
ideas. During the course of his care and treatment, the patient changed his religion several times. (The psychiatrist
explained: “It is difficult to say if the decisions to change their religion were capacitous decisions or not, but good
practice is to respect their belief systems, so long as they are not harming or distressing themselves or others.”) None
of his previous religious conversions, which became known in the community, had attracted the attention of the
police. However, that changed when he began practising Islam. Suddenly clinical staff received a phone call from the
police “fishing for information” and wanting to arrange a meeting to discuss the patient as a potential Prevent case.
The psychiatrist explained that some frontline staff who received these police inquiries were alarmed and agreed
to the meeting, observing: “When Prevent gets mentioned, people feel worried about potentially very negative
consequences, partly because of the influence of the media, so there is a heightened fear. As a result, confidentiality,
which is normally quite well preserved, gets a bit shakier and things start to wobble.” Although in this case, as a
multidisciplinary team, the clinical team did not meet with the police and were able to work within GMC guidelines on
confidentiality, it left the psychiatrist deeply concerned about the “stereotyping” that they perceived to be involved
in Prevent policing. “Just because someone’s got a mental illness and has chosen that faith, I don’t understand why
the police decided to say ‘we want to know more’. There was no further basis. It just struck me as totally unfair and
wrong and it just speaks to the prejudice that’s out there”.
The psychiatrist remains unsure whether the patient ever knew that police had contacted clinical staff and
attempted to gather information about him.

Case 10. Prevent at south London
hospice ‘the antithesis of care’

“

This policy
prevents you

Marcelo Camus has worked as a community artist at St Christopher’s
from delivering
Hospice in Sydenham, south London, for six years, running projects with
patients and their families. He told Medact what happened when, last
positive and
summer, Prevent training was rolled out at the hospice: “I was already
holistic care
aware of Prevent and critical of it, so I wrote to my line manager saying
I wanted to opt out for ethical reasons because I believe it is based on
stereotypes and encourages racial profiling. There were other BME staff
members who didn’t like it either but they didn’t feel they could speak out. The response from management was ‘it’s
mandatory’ and I kept getting repeated emails about it saying ‘you have to do it’ and asking ‘when are you doing it?’
HR said there would be disciplinary measures. I even spoke to a lawyer about it.”
The hospice has two types of patients, in-patients and out-patients. The latter may have terminal conditions but can,
for example, drive to and from the hospice themselves. Camus also works in the community, including in groups for
asylum seekers and people with long-term mental health conditions, and says he got the sense that no group was
free of suspicion. He explains: “I was so disturbed by what I saw. People don’t think twice about its interpersonal
impacts, they just do it, in a very bureaucratic way. I felt there was a contradiction in wanting to think about total
care at the end of life while also thinking about reporting people. And I didn’t think it was really necessary. A lot of
people we work with are vulnerable. When patients come to the end of their lives, there’s an incredible amount of
frailty, both physical and emotional. Sitting with that patient and thinking about the signs of radicalisation? That’s the
complete antithesis to the notion of care at the end of life.”
Camus explains that his own mental health suffered due to the workplace conflict over Prevent, which created “a
huge amount of stress and anxiety”. Eventually, he agreed to do the training but remains a strong critic of Prevent. He
maintains: “What this policy ‘prevents’ is it prevents you from delivering positive and holistic care.”
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Chapter 7

Prevent & safeguarding
In early articulations of Prevent, words like “vulnerability” and “safeguarding” rarely appeared in the policy lexicon. Today,
however, they are central to its vocabulary. Originally, the programme was seen as working “alongside” safeguarding —
not as a form of safeguarding in itself.1 But the 2011 Prevent strategy spoke of the need to “embed” Prevent within
safeguarding, observing that since 2009, “there has been an increasing shift in the regional management of Prevent
towards the safeguarding and nursing areas [which] has facilitated take up and familiarisation”.2 The strategy also argued
that: “[s]ituating Prevent within safeguarding will ensure it continues regardless of future changes to NHS organisational
structures” and is “in line with wider attempts to mainstream Prevent in other sectors”.3

Image from Prevent e-learning training comparing “radicalisation” to child sexual exploitation

Official framings of Prevent in policy documents and training materials now present it as an ordinary safeguarding
practice which “does not require [health workers] to do anything in addition to [their] normal duties”.4 Intercollegiate
safeguarding documents and the NHS Safeguarding Policy list the need to prevent people being drawn into extremism
or terrorism — “radicalisation” — alongside the need to prevent harm from various forms of abuse and neglect such as
psychological, financial or sexual exploitation, trafficking or FGM.5 The Care Quality Commission, England’s independent
health regulatory body, may inspect for compliance with Prevent training frameworks under the “safeguarding” bracket of
its “Safety” key line of inquiry.6 Yet questions have been raised about whether Prevent is a legitimate form of safeguarding.7
This chapter examines Prevent’s unique concept of “vulnerability” and discusses a range of practical discrepancies with
established safeguarding. It examines evidence raising the disturbing possibility that Prevent may actually harm, rather
than safeguard, some individuals as well as crowding out more pressing safeguarding issues.

Prevent e-learning: “If you encounter anyone you suspect is being radicalised you have a duty to report
your suspicions”, cites the Children Acts of 1989 and 2004 and the Care Act 20148

7. Prevent & safeguarding

7.1. Dangerous vulnerability: how Prevent imagines terrorism
risk
What is safeguarding and who is it for? The NHS Safeguarding Policy states that “safeguarding means protecting a person’s
right to live in safety, free from abuse and neglect”.9 The Children Acts of 1989 and 2004 specify particular legal duties
with regard to safeguarding children (anyone aged under 18). Adult safeguarding, however, applies only to certain groups
deemed “vulnerable” or “at risk”. Section 42 of The Care Act 2014 defines an adult to whom safeguarding duties apply
as someone who meets three specific criteria:
1.

has needs for care and support (whether or not the authority is meeting any of those needs)

2.

is experiencing, or is at risk of, abuse or neglect, and

3.

as a result of those needs is unable to protect himself or herself against the abuse or neglect or the risk of it.10

This is often referred to, in shorthand, as “adults with care and support needs”.11 Care and support needs can arise from a
number of factors, generally understood to include: age; illness; mental health conditions, including dementia or memory
problems; dependence on alcohol or drugs; physical, sensory or learning impairments or disabilities;12 experiences of
domestic abuse; asylum seeker status.13
We found that many healthcare workers in our focus groups believed that preventing people being drawn into terrorism
is, or at least can be, a form of safeguarding. We also found that many health workers, who are accustomed to using the
language of “vulnerability”, often accepted this terminology in relation to potential terrorism risk. For instance, when
asked to describe their understanding of Prevent, one focus group participant spoke of “having a duty to report anyone
that you think’s vulnerable to radicalisation”.14
However, sometimes purely technical reasons — such as the fact that Prevent training was given as part of safeguarding
— were cited to justify this. Moreover, acceptance of radicalisation as a form of “exploitation” (and thus acceptance of
Prevent as a potential form of safeguarding), very often appeared contingent on the person in question meeting the
aforementioned criteria to be classed as vulnerable. For example, BMA human rights and ethics adviser Julian Sheather
argued that “you could posit circumstances in which you think [safeguarding] is a legitimate response” and, as an example,
referred to the plot of Joseph Conrad’s Secret Agent, in which “a terrorist gives the bomb to the learning disabled son of
his mistress”.15 Others also acknowledged the possibility that Prevent could be construed as safeguarding, but generally
only if and when it pertained to adults with care and support needs,16 especially those lacking “capacity”17 to make
“autonomous decisions”18 in order to protect themselves from harm.19 Opinion was somewhat divided over whether
vulnerable people were genuinely most likely to be those drawn into terrorism, with some arguing that they were20 and
others suggesting the evidence did not support this.21
By contrast, central to the roll-out of Prevent in the health sector has been the promotion of an additional concept and
category of vulnerability, namely “vulnerability to radicalisation”.22 Instead of arising from care and support needs linked
to age, illness or disability, vulnerability to radicalisation is created — highly tautologically — by susceptibility or exposure.
For example, the Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust defines “vulnerable person” in its
Prevent policy as “someone who is susceptible to extremists’ messages and is at risk of being drawn into terrorism”.23
Meanwhile, the NHS Safeguarding policy lists “those who may be exposed to violent extremism” on a list of groups of
people “particularly vulnerable to harm and exploitation”.24 As Chapter 1 explained, the ERG22+ lists potential “signs of
radicalisation”, or vulnerability to it, unique to Prevent.

“

A significant minority of our research participants — including several specialist interviewees — were highly sceptical
about Prevent’s notion of vulnerability. An NHS safeguarding professional working in a Midlands hospital said:
with safeguarding adults...they have to be unable to protect themselves because of those [care and support]
needs and they are the only people who come under safeguarding, unless it’s Prevent. And [with] Prevent,
they still say they’re “vulnerable”, but Prevent has completely altered the terminology for vulnerable...And my
personal view is, it’s bullshit.25

Roy McClelland, Consultant Psychiatrist and Emeritus Professor of Mental Health at Queen’s University Belfast, suggested
to Medact that “there may be a play on words, stretching the concept”, since “a rather different class” of vulnerability
appears to be at work in Prevent.26 In sum, it seems that although Prevent training materials (like the image shown here)
make reference to key safeguarding legislation — in order to impress upon health workers their “duty to report...suspicions”
— the definition of vulnerability relied upon by Prevent in practice is broader and less tangible than that specified in the
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Care Act 2014.27 Therefore, while the scope of traditional safeguarding is limited to those with care and support needs,
it is plausible that Prevent is being applied more widely.
Compared to other forms of safeguarding, there is also a lack of clarity in Prevent about sources of risk. Dr Charlotte
Heath-Kelly has noted the ambivalence at the heart of Prevent’s narrative of vulnerability, which merges the notions “at
risk” and “risky”.28 Some interviewees also raised this. Dr Adrian James, president of the Royal College of Psychiatrists,
noted the “ambiguity” around the question “is [Prevent] about them getting help or is it about protecting society?”29
Likewise, Dr Lyn Jenkins, an ex-GP who was himself referred to Prevent (see Case 7, Chapter 6), asked:

“

was the whole point of it really...nothing to do with safeguarding people who might be becoming terrorists,
but about safeguarding people from terrorists? It was never clear which direction they were coming from. Or
were they trying to do both things at the same time?30

This confusion is compounded by Prevent training materials. They tell a narrative in which the patients that health
workers may encounter are always “vulnerable”, without agency or responsibility, and may need to be referred to Prevent
for “support”. Meanwhile, a third party “radicaliser” is imagined as exploiting the vulnerable patient, yet never accessing
healthcare themselves. At certain points it becomes clear that these two characters are in fact the same person. In the
Prevent e-learning training image shown here, for example, Mahasin is both a “vulnerable service user” “being radicalised”
by external forces and in need of “support” but simultaneously someone who “could incite others to violence” and “could
become a terrorist”.

Prevent e-learning image: a “vulnerable service user” needs “support” but could also “become a terrorist”

It should be acknowledged that there are plausible circumstances in which a patient may potentially be both at risk
themselves, and a risk to others. Nonetheless, Prevent appears to prioritise the latter while making rhetorical gestures
towards the former. For instance, one NHS Foundation Trust’s Prevent policy contains a flowchart (excerpted here)
showing the approved referral process, which at one stage asks “Is the person at immediate risk?”, before explaining
in parentheses that what needs to be assessed at this point is “Is the person...likely to be an immediate risk...?” — in
other words, whether the person in fact constitutes a risk to others.31 Prevent subjects are thus predominantly viewed as
dangerous rather than in danger.32
Those who rejected Prevent’s concept of vulnerability also rejected its legitimacy as a safeguarding practice.33
Fundamentally, this group saw Prevent as “politically driven”34 and “national security”-oriented35 rather than focused
on individual patient welfare and thus tended to argue that Prevent inverted and “turned on its head”, rather than
aligned with, pre-existing safeguarding.36 For instance, Shazad Amin, retired consultant psychiatrist and CEO of Muslim
community group MEND, argued that “the general premise of safeguarding” is “protecting the person who is vulnerable...
from other people” but that “safeguarding in Prevent appears to be the opposite way round, you’re protecting society
from the person”.37

Indeed, some participants claimed that labelling Prevent as
safeguarding was “disingenuous”38 and amounted to little
more than spin intended to market the policy to health
workers.39 Professor McClelland was particularly scathing
in this regard, saying Prevent was merely “masquerading”
as safeguarding but was “actually all about public
protection”. Although, like others, he acknowledged that
public protection was legitimate and vital,40 he concluded:
“[n]ot only are patients being misled, I think the staff who
are being trained are being misled, and I think that that’s
not correct, morally”.41

“
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Not only are patients being
misled, I think the staff
who are being trained are
being misled
— Prof Roy McClelland

Excerpt from Prevent Policy of Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
(Source: Great Ormond Street)

7.2. Differences between Prevent and established
safeguarding practices
Health workers perceived there to be some parallels between Prevent and established safeguarding, principally negative
features including the potential for both to be racist,42 classist43 and coercive.44 However, they predominantly pointed
to contrasts, supporting the findings of a Warwick University study which found that “significant differences exist”
between Prevent and pre-existing safeguarding procedures.45 In addition to the underlying question of whether Prevent
should be understood as safeguarding or would more logically be classified as public protection, at least seven practical
differences between Prevent and pre-existing safeguarding procedures were raised by health workers in focus groups
and interviews.
Firstly, health workers generally found the indicators of vulnerability to radicalisation to be far more subjective than
the criteria applied in other forms of safeguarding. This is certainly not to imply that safeguarding decisions are always
easy or clear-cut. Identifying abuse or neglect can be very difficult, since “signs and symptoms are often ambiguous”.46
However, health workers consistently stated that they saw the signs of vulnerability to radicalisation, discussed in Chapter
1, as “vague”,47 “grey”,48 “indeterminate”,49 “nebulous”50 and “subjective”.51 Some interviewees said Prevent’s referral criteria
were so loose, and the threshold so low, that they would be rejected in other areas of safeguarding.52 For one GP, Prevent
training was “very different to when you go for, say, your CSE [child sex exploitation] training...because [with the latter]
there are quite specific indicators that you look for.”53 Similarly, a second GP told Medact:

“
“

I worry that it’s not an objective thing. Whereas it’s very objective about other kinds of safeguarding….we
have very clear definitions for forms of abuse. We have very clear definitions in terms of self-neglect, that kind
of thing….any of these safeguarding things can be difficult in terms of when somebody meets the threshold...
but I feel like...it draws less on your own life experience and your own prejudices.

Royal College of Physicians President Professor Andrew Goddard made a similar point:
when it comes to safeguarding from the aspects of vulnerable people, be it children, be it those with learning
difficulties or be it the elderly, or [other] groups, then in some ways it’s slightly easier to disentangle. But I
think as soon as you start to try and differentiate between what is radicalisation and what is just part of an
individual’s culture, that’s much harder.54

A second point was that the Prevent model of safeguarding is of course “pre-criminal”, and concerns potential events
which may happen in future, whereas most safeguarding deals with criminal acts which either have occurred or are
occurring (or are believed to be), since social workers “don’t have the capacity and the ability to deal with proper prevention,
because they’re having to deal with actual people who are being harmed.”55
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The third issue some health workers raised was the perception that the rate of false positives in Prevent is very high
compared to other forms of safeguarding.56 As Chapter 1 explained, only around 5-10% of Prevent referrals progress to
the Channel scheme (and this in itself indicates nothing more than that police deemed the initial suspicion of vulnerability
to radicalisation to be legitimate). The majority of actions taken as a result of Prevent referrals involve passing people on
to other services — such as housing or mental health — unrelated to the original radicalisation concern. Some healthcare
professionals perceived the high false positive rate to be a product of the first two factors — the pre-criminal nature
of Prevent and its broad, vague vulnerability criteria — creating a low threshold for referral, and felt the rate would be
interpreted as problematic in any other area of safeguarding.57 It may also suggest that Prevent referrals are neglecting
proportionality, a key principle of safeguarding.58
However, a fourth important difference to which health workers we spoke to pointed, was the fact that Prevent referrals
move along separate pathways, outside of established safeguarding channels. There is variation between trusts but the
flowchart shown here, taken from Northern, Eastern and Western Devon CCG’s Prevent policy provides an interesting
example.59 Note the very clear distinction made between referrals which meet safeguarding criteria related to care needs
and those which do not. Anomalously, according to the process shown, cases may still be referred to Prevent even when
there are “no identified care needs” and “safeguarding adult criteria” are “not met”.

“

In many cases, Prevent referrals will not necessarily proceed to a Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH). For instance,
Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust explained to Medact:
If the Trust has any such [radicalisation-related] safeguarding concerns it contacts the Dudley Prevent Lead
to discuss. The Dudley Prevent Lead will advise if the Trust needs to send a referral via a Prevent template
to Counter Terrorism Unit or send a referral indicating multiple safeguarding concerns to the Multi Agency
Safeguarding Hub (MASH), who then if concerned would refer on to the Channel Panel should there be a
Prevent concern.

One interviewee — who sits on a safeguarding board in the Midlands — said Prevent appeared to create “different tiers”
of safeguarding.60
Importantly, numerous participants criticised the unique multi-agency arrangements in place for Prevent. Many did not
feel that the relative risk of radicalisation warranted a specific Prevent training or separate pathway, but instead felt it
ought to be embedded.61 For example, Dr Jonathan Leach, formerly the named GP for safeguarding children in Redditch
and Bromsgrove and now Joint-Honorary Secretary of the Royal College of GPs (RCGP) stressed that there should be “a
single point of access” for referring all forms of safeguarding concerns.62 Moreover, most did not see what value Prevent
added to pre-existing safeguarding procedures, which many pointed out are already supplemented by the duty to inform
the police if an immediate risk is posed.63

Excerpt from Northern, Eastern and Western Devon CCG’s Prevent policy (Source: Northern, Eastern and
Western Devon CCG)
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A fifth contrast between established safeguarding and Prevent was the latter’s lack of transparency. None of the
health workers we spoke to felt familiar with the Prevent referral pathway — which was described more than once as
“mysterious”64 — and this lack of knowledge increased their suspicion of the programme and reluctance to refer patients to
it. Since accountability is a key principle of safeguarding, transparency is key.65 A number of health workers emphasised the
superior “openness” of pre-existing safeguarding practices,66 about which local authorities “have an obligation to publish
data in the public domain” within annual reports, since they are providing a public service.67 By comparison, only national
Prevent data is published, and more micro-level data is very difficult to obtain as Chapter 1 explained. Neither “significant
event analyses”, as used in primary care, or “serious case reviews” — conducted by local safeguarding agencies when a
child or vulnerable adult dies or is seriously injured in circumstances involving abuse or neglect — are routine in Prevent.68
The sixth difference some research participants highlighted related to their own involvement in the Prevent process.
To the extent that they understood the pathway, some were aware that the continued involvement a healthcare
professional would expect to have — to at least some degree — after making a safeguarding referral, was absent in
Prevent. For example, Dr Adrian James explained his perception that Prevent referrals would “disappear outside” “into an
external agency”, saying:

“
“

My understanding is [that] most people you are referring [to Prevent], you often don’t then know what
actually happens, whether somebody is provided with any support, no support, what the support is...and you
certainly don’t know what happens to in terms of any policing involvement. So, it’s not bringing somebody in
to, say, my multidisciplinary team... it’s completely externalised. And then I have absolutely nothing whatever
to do with it.69

Likewise, several health workers compared Prevent unfavourably to established safeguarding in this respect. One
GP said:
Let’s say I suspect a child’s being abused. I’ll ring up social services...they’ll see the child, they’ll do their
assessment, they’ll call an MDT [multidisciplinary team] meeting. I’ll be invited to it. I’ll be asked to give a
report. There’ll be a case conference. There’ll be an investigation. I’m kept abreast of everything all along.…
with Prevent...there’s no follow on from us as GPs...we have absolutely no idea what’s going on, and there’s
nobody we can ring to say, “How is Patient X getting along….?” ...we’re just left in the dark.70

Another GP noted that normally she would expect to get minutes of meetings held into a child protection case she
had referred, as well as input, but with Prevent, as she saw it, “that’s it, you ring safeguarding, the referral’s gone” and
“nothing further is heard”.71 Dr Shazad Amin was also of the opinion that a health professional who refers to Prevent
“won’t necessarily be invited to a Channel [panel]” and therefore concluded that “there’s often much closer working in
[other safeguarding] scenarios than with Prevent”.72
A few interviewees claimed that, by contrast, the police are much more heavily involved in Prevent than in other forms
of safeguarding. Dr Jonathan Leach of the RCGP pointed out that “there is a police presence, helping [the] decisionmaking” at most safeguarding hubs and that sometimes — for instance with suspected cases of FGM — health workers
are “supposed to call the police” directly.73 However, a GP told us he felt that the police are normally “very much bit part”
in safeguarding meetings, whereas with Prevent “they are front-and-center”,74 a perception shared by a handful of other
participants.75
The seventh and final disparity health workers perceived to exist between Prevent and pre-existing safeguarding
practices was the crucial issue of consent — central to the drive to respect individual autonomy and “make safeguarding
personal”.76 This issue is discussed fully in Chapter 8, since it is inextricably tied to the question of when a health worker
can justify disclosing confidential personal information about a patient.
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7.3. First, do no harm: impacts on patients and wider
safeguarding work
What are the impacts of Prevent — perceived and actual — on patients who are referred? And how does Prevent affect
established safeguarding work?
One of the “key messages” on Prevent training materials is that the programme is “a supportive process” and “not a
sanction”.77 This is “the line you keep hearing off people”, noted one safeguarding professional. But, she asked: “What
support? Nobody can tell you”.78 In addition to the Prevent referral pathway being seen as “mysterious”, opacity was
perceived to be even more pronounced with regard to the deradicalisation programmes which constitute a key element
of the “treatment” offered to a minority of Channel referrals.79 For example, one focus group participant asked:

“

If we’re supposed to engage with this person and offer them this referral to this wonderful deradicalisation
service... like...does deradicalisation work? I don’t know, it sounds like something somebody made up…how...
evidence-based is this strategy?80

Doubts such as this were widespread and very few  health workers believed that Prevent offered anything beneficial
to patients.81 For instance, another focus group participant conceded: “I don’t have any faith in the system that exists
to do anything productive and supportive with it.”82 As Chapter 1 noted, our literature review found no evidence that
deradicalisation is effective or beneficial to patients, seemingly vindicating health workers’ concerns.

“

As well as doubting Prevent’s capacity
to offer patients meaningful support, the
Very few health workers believed
majority of health workers were — with just
one or two exceptions83 — on the contrary,
that Prevent offered anything
more concerned about inadvertently causing
beneficial to patients
harm.84 These harms included generating
mistrust, stigma, trauma and the perception
among some health workers that Prevent
was really a “punitive” measure potentially leading to criminalisation.85 Several expressed the fear that a Prevent referral
would “impact”86 or even “ruin”87 their relationship with the patient concerned. Others spoke of how a patient referred to
Prevent — even if ultimately not deemed to require Channel intervention — could be negatively affected by “stigmatising”
police contact that might follow,88 which would not be in their “best interests” and could “conflict” with safeguarding.89
BMA ethics adviser Julian Sheather pointed to the potential for direct criminalisation, noting:

“

if you make a [safeguarding] referral...the individual, the vulnerable adult, isn’t the person who ends up in
front of the police. It’s the “abuser”, if you like. And it could be the case [with Prevent] that may also happen,
but I think there’s a potential for confusion.

As demonstrated earlier, training materials reveal that Prevent sometimes understands its subjects as both “vulnerable”
parties and simultaneously as abusers, exploiters or radicalisers. As the next chapter explains, all Prevent referrals are
recorded on a police database. Moreover, on at least one occasion, a person referred to Prevent and then Channel was
prosecuted and convicted for terrorism offences related to possession of literature, critically with his Channel “mentor”
apparently helping police to bolster the case.90 Fears that Prevent may lead to direct criminalisation are therefore not
unfounded.91
Our case study evidence suggests that, in practice, groups who might be considered vulnerable do make up a large
proportion of Prevent referrals. Those affected by Prevent often seem to be children92 (Cases 3, 5, and 8) and people with
mental health conditions (Cases 1, 4, 7, 9). Other case studies involve a Prevent referral of a patient with a serious physical
health condition (Case 6) and the Prevent programme being rolled out at a hospice, among staff in some cases caring for
those with terminal illnesses at the end of their lives (Case 10). However, whether all of those featured as case studies in
this report would meet traditional safeguarding criteria for vulnerability — in the sense of having care and support needs —
is questionable. Moreover, even patients who may be vulnerable and in need of safeguarding usually still retain capacity
to make decisions93 and should therefore have their agency respected and their consent requested — which does not
appear to happen regularly. Chapter 8 explores this further.
More importantly, in a number of the case studies, Prevent appears to have had various types of negative impacts. These
include damaging the therapeutic relationship between patient and practitioner, possibly setting back recovery (Case
1) and damaging patient trust in health professionals in a way that interrupts care (Case 6) or causes them to disengage
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entirely (Case 7). In one instance, a Prevent referral appears to have been the trigger for a young man to develop obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD) according to his GP (Case 5), and the parents of another young man reported physical and
mental health impacts as a result of the trauma of their son’s referral (Case 3). In Case 10, a community artist working at
a south London hospice was dismayed at being pressured to take Prevent training, telling Medact he saw “a contradiction
in wanting to think about total care at the end of life” while also watching for “signs of radicalisation” and “thinking
about reporting people” which he characterised as “the complete antithesis” of care. Taken together, these cases raise
the disturbing possibility that Prevent may actually harm the vulnerable, or damage their care, rather than helping or
safeguarding them.
Some health workers are also concerned about the broader impact of Prevent on safeguarding. For example, one NHS
safeguarding professional who also delivers WRAP (Workshop to Raise Awareness of Prevent) trainings as part of her role,
told us she felt Prevent could spread confusion about the notion of vulnerability with potentially damaging implications:

“
“

we spend half our time when we’re training [other safeguarding issues] saying, “Look, guys, your patient has
to fit into this criteria else you’re just wasting your time.” ...and then I may well be teaching them Prevent the
day after and I’m saying everything the opposite.

Then there was the pressure of other demands on health professionals’ limited time. Notably, health workers already feel
“overloaded”.94 One GP told Medact:
One of the trends that’s been happening in recent years is that things like safeguarding have been stripped
out of social services which have been run on a shoestring...and the workload and the responsibility’s being
put onto us. General practice is breaking at the moment, and I know it’s the case in hospitals as well, so you’re
basically pushing one more responsibility on to already overburdened professionals who are undertrained to
do it.95

This context seemed to underlie several participants’ concerns that Prevent could “distract” health workers from
attending to much more common and pressing safeguarding issues96, including modern slavery.97 When mandatory
reporting for social workers in relation to child protection was proposed by government in 2016, LSE Professor of Social
Policy Eileen Munro — who conducted a review of child protection in England in the wake of the “Baby P” controversy —
raised a similar concern, saying the measures might actually worsen children’s safety if professionals were taken away from
other areas of work to handle the possible deluge of referrals. In the Prevent context, Dr Tarek Younis’s work provides a
worrying example of this happening in practice. In the case study he documents, the need to protect “Joan”, a woman
experiencing domestic violence, was relegated in importance compared to wholly unsubstantiated radicalisation fears.98

7.4. Better safe than sorry?
This chapter has explored Prevent’s novel concept of dangerous vulnerability, discussed its marked divergences from
established safeguarding practices and assessed actual and perceived impacts on patients and on wider safeguarding. A
majority of healthcare workers did feel Prevent could be a form of safeguarding, albeit on the aforementioned premise
that the person in question is vulnerable in the sense of having care and support needs. In practice, this condition may
not always be met. Even when it is, vulnerability does not automatically equate to lacking capacity to make decisions in
one’s own interests, a crucially important distinction which the next chapter explores further. Many health workers felt
Prevent indicators of vulnerability to radicalisation were more subjective than established forms of safeguarding and do
not see the unique Prevent pathway as necessary. Other key concerns included Prevent’s lack of transparency and health
workers’ lack of continued involvement in the process.
Doubts about whether Prevent benefits patients were widespread, as were concerns about harms — some of which
have been evidenced in our case studies and elsewhere. As well as raising the alarming possibility that Prevent may
actually harm the vulnerable, or damage their care, rather than helping or safeguarding them, a wider concern is that
undue attention on Prevent may crowd out more immediate and pressing safeguarding issues. Health workers want to,
and should, play a role in safeguarding the vulnerable. But Prevent appears focused on safeguarding national security over
safeguarding patients who are referred. Even if deemed legitimate as a form of public protection, to present Prevent as
safeguarding may be “a corruption of the word safeguarding”.99
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Chapter 8

Confidentiality, consent & trust
Health workers recognise that trust is “the bedrock” of their therapeutic relationship with patients.1 Central to this trust
is the understanding that personal information which a health worker comes to know as a result of their professional
relationship with a patient is subject to a common law duty of confidentiality. This is a “huge principle”2 in all health care
professions, codified in guidance such as the NHS Code of Practice,3 the Nursing and Midwifery Council’s Code and the
General Medical Council (GMC) confidentiality handbook.
The circumstances in which confidentiality can be breached — i.e. information shared without the patient’s explicit or
implied consent — are few and exceptional. When Prevent was placed on a statutory footing in 2015, the British Medical
Association declared in guidance to members that the policy did not alter these circumstances.4 However, in practice
there are worrying indications that Prevent has eroded and undermined the expectation of confidentiality. While more
systematic data is needed, this chapter examines evidence which suggests that many, if not most, Prevent referrals take
place on a very low evidence threshold and without patient consent, undermining the Home Office’s claim that it is a
“voluntary” programme.5
Moreover, some official Prevent training materials appear to actively discourage health workers from seeking informed
consent from patients, as well as fudging the crucial difference between disclosures made for the purpose of safeguarding
and disclosures justified in the public interest. Finally, while the Prevent duty only applies to organisations, Prevent
training materials inaccurately present individual clinicians themselves as legally responsible for reporting suspicions
about radicalisation. As a result, many health workers believe they may be held individually accountable for failing to refer,
which creates pressure and in some circumstances leads to a “rush to refer”.6

8.1. ‘Grey areas’: confusion around consent and Prevent
Our research revealed confusion and divergent views over whether health workers should seek informed consent before
making a Prevent referral.7 The crux of this disagreement hinged on whether Prevent is perceived as safeguarding or
as a public protection programme. Professor Roy McClelland, a member of the GMC’s Confidentiality task group which
helped to revise its latest guidance, told Medact that the purpose of disclosure is “fundamental” since “you really need to
be purpose-specific in order to make good decisions” when considering breaching confidentiality. He explained:

“

There are two quite different purposes for which one might disclose confidential information on...a patient...
One is to protect that individual and the other is to protect the public...when we get down to justifications for
disclosure, the criteria and what’s at stake are different.8 (our emphasis)

The criteria for justifying breaching confidentiality in the public interest are narrow and specific. There needs to be a
concrete “risk of death or serious harm”.9 In general, the stringency of this principle appeared to be universally accepted
and understood by healthcare workers — and indeed fiercely defended.10 For example, one health worker in Brighton
asserted “I’d have to be really convinced that they’re at risk of doing harm to themselves or others”,11 while a Birmingham
GP declared “the GMC line for breaking confidentiality is immediate, identifiable...risk to life or limb...so those are my lines.
You’ll have a hard time getting me to step outside of them”.12
Yet, in the context of Prevent, a handful of participants believed that informed consent should not be sought to make
a referral, since they saw disclosure as a public protection issue that could meet the above criteria. For example, when
asked if health professionals should generally seek informed consent before making a Prevent referral, Royal College of
Physicians president Dr Andrew Goddard reasoned:

“

No, because I think if you genuinely believe that the public is at risk because of what you have witnessed by
an individual or group of individuals, asking for informed consent is likely to aggravate that situation. So that
is one of those things where it is inappropriate, I think, to seek informed consent.13
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Similarly, when asked if health workers should seek consent to make a Prevent referral, a Manchester-based GP told us
“I wouldn’t have thought so, because they obviously think that person is dangerous.”14 A legal academic interviewed for
this study also responded negatively on the question of consent, explaining “because Prevent is a security program, in
my view”.15 While the Royal College of GP’s Dr Jonathan Leach felt consent should be sought, he held some sympathy
for these public protection arguments. He suggested that while information sharing protocols are “written as black and
white”, Prevent is a “grey area” — a phrase which recurred in several separate interviews and focus groups16 — arguing that
it highlighted a “tension” between “confidentiality of the individual as compared to our broader societal responsibilities”.17
Notably, guidance produced by NHS England’s Prevent team also emphasises the legality of bypassing informed consent,
also by alluding misleadingly to a possible public interest justification.18

Prevent e-learning image emphasising its remit of intervening BEFORE terrorist involvement

However, other participants argued that there was a considerable gap between a Prevent subject “at risk of being
radicalised” and a patient who poses an “imminent risk” justifying a public interest disclosure.19 Some assert that this
means Prevent encourages a much lower standard for disclosure of confidential information than that warranted by the
common law duty of confidentiality enshrined in the NHS confidentiality code of practice, since it is explicitly not about
immediate risk.20 (One interviewee even claimed there was, in practice, “no threshold”.21) The British Medical Association’s
Julian Sheather pointed out that with Prevent “we’re talking about speculative risks in the quite distant future”. Similarly,
Dr Lyn Jenkin — who was himself referred to Prevent — observed:

“

it’s a very grey area, isn’t it? You’re just suspecting that somebody might one day carry out a terrorist act in the
future. You’re not even saying that you think they’re a terrorist, you’re saying you think they might become a
terrorist. Well, that’s very soft, isn’t it, for evidence?22

Dr Adrian James, president of the Royal College of Psychiatrists described health workers’ lack of understanding around
Prevent as “a bit of a grey area”, adding that some “think that it relates to people who are at quite significant risk of carrying
out an act and that isn’t what it’s designed for at all”.23 Our evidence underlined this confusion, with one London GP, for
example, admitting: “I just don’t really understand the standard for disclosure, it’s just very vague”.24 Dr Adrian James,
Julian Sheather and other health workers conclude that in fact the public interest justification “should never apply to
Prevent”.25 We think this is correct. As Chapter 1 explained, Prevent is indeed designed to identify risk, and intervene,
far “upstream” of any actual, or even imminent risk of, violence. By contrast, as many health workers pointed out, there is
already a duty to inform the police if an immediate risk is ever posed.26
The irreconcilability of Prevent’s pre-crime approach with accepted notions of justifiable public interest disclosures
may help to explain why Prevent has officially been labelled a form of safeguarding. As the previous chapter explored,
there are significant questions about the legitimacy of this. Critically, however, when Prevent is classified as a form of
safeguarding, avenues open up for people who pose no immediate risk to be referred.
The first of these avenues would be through giving their informed consent, whether implied or explicit. In contrast to
the small number of participants who believed that consent should not be sought because of the perceived risk posed
to the public, the majority of our participants said that informed consent should be sought before a Prevent referral is
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made.27 Indeed many were insistent on this point. One
health worker explained that “the big thing” ever since
the Care Act 2014 is the concept of “making safeguarding
personal”.28 This phrase sums up an approach which
seeks to move away from paternalism and instead
enable safeguarding “to be done with, not to, people”29;
to safeguard individuals “in a way that supports them in
making choices and having control in how they choose to
live their lives”.30 Fundamental to this personalisation and
empowerment agenda is the principle of respecting each
individual’s autonomy and therefore the presumption
of person-led decisions. In short, as many participants
emphatically stated, good safeguarding should always
seek to be “consensual”.31

“

Adult safeguarding presents
some classic challenges...
But the basic assumption
is where an adult has
capacity, it’s up to them
to make a decision about
disclosure
— Julian Sheather,

Yet while most health workers agree that informed
Ethics Advisor, British
consent should in principle be obtained to make a Prevent
referral as a form of safeguarding, they doubt whether
Medical Association
in practice this is realistic or even possible. A number of
health workers were incredulous that anyone would give
their informed consent to be referred to Prevent.32 One
focus group participant pondered that “you’re offering to deradicalise them from things that they deeply believe at the
time”,33 while interviewee Dr Lyn Jenkin suggested “I think in the case of identifying people who are being radicalised
for terrorism, they’re almost by definition not going to agree to be referred.”34 Meanwhile, some health workers voiced
concerns that knowing so little about the Prevent pathway themselves (as the previous chapter noted) would make truly
informed consent unachievable for their patients.35 “I don’t know what’s at the end of the [Prevent] referral pathway for
my patient”, confessed one Birmingham-based health worker.36 “Informed consent”, a GP observed, “requires a proper
conversation about the risks, benefits”.37
The second possible avenue for making a safeguarding referral arises if a patient lacks the capacity to consent. In such
a situation — for example with a patient who has serious learning disabilities, rendering them unable to process the
information necessary to make decisions about their own safety — it would be permissible for a health worker to disclose
information without the patient’s consent, on the assumption that disclosure is in the patient’s best interest.38 Importantly,
the health worker should still inform the patient about how and why their personal information is being shared.39 The
only exceptions would be if this was “not practicable” or would “undermine the purpose of the disclosure”.40

“

However, the right of all adults with capacity to make their own decisions is a fundamental principle. The BMA’s Julian
Sheather explains:

“

Adult safeguarding presents some classic challenges. What do you do where you have an adult, who
has the capacity to make a decision about the disclosure of information and says, ‘I don’t want this
information disclosed, I don’t want a referral made’, and you have serious suspicions that they are being
coerced by other adults, but they retain capacity? It’s difficult...But the basic assumption is where an
adult has capacity, it’s up to them to make a decision about disclosure unless there is a clear risk of harm
(our emphasis).41

Professor Roy McClelland echoed this position strongly, drawing out its significance for Prevent:
You can’t refer them for deradicalization if they don’t want it. To me, that’s the issue of capacitous
individuals having the right to refuse even though you think they’re putting themselves at risk.42

Importantly, GMC guidance makes clear that health workers “must not assume a patient lacks capacity to make a
decision solely because of their age, disability, appearance, behaviour, medical condition (including mental illness),
beliefs, apparent inability to communicate, or because they make a decision you disagree with”.43 There is, then, a critical
distinction to be made between adults who remain “capacitous” despite being vulnerable (perhaps due to age or mental
illness) and adults who lack capacity, as defined in the Mental Capacity Act 2005.44 In practice, however, this distinction
is not being made by some health workers, as case studies in this report highlight. The next section discusses how and
why patients clearly not lacking mental capacity may come to be referred to Prevent without even being informed, let
alone asked to give informed consent.
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8.2. Through the back door: exceptions as the rule?
“Is it possible that I could be referred to Prevent and then discussed at a Channel panel without ever knowing?”, we asked
an ex-Channel Panel member, also a former Prevent lead in an English primary care trust. “Yeah, I think there would be
cases like that”, he replied.45 The case studies in Chapter 6 of this report suggest that this may in fact be commonplace.
If, as the Home Office insists, Prevent is a “voluntary” programme, the only route to referral should be through patient
consent.46 Yet only in a minority of cases did we find evidence that health workers had requested consent to make
Prevent referrals — and, even then, whether patients gave truly informed consent may be questionable.
In Case 1, a psychiatrist told Medact about two Prevent referrals he had been involved in, both of which concerned
patients with schizophrenia. He expressed doubts about whether each patient’s agreement to the Prevent referral
constituted informed consent, since their “capacity to weigh up information” was impaired. As explained in the previous
section, a safeguarding referral can be made without consent if a patient lacks capacity, when it serves their best interests.
In at least one of these cases, however, the psychiatrist believes the Prevent referral ultimately “harmed the therapeutic
relationship” and likely slowed down the patient’s recovery. The psychiatrist told us he and his consultant saw making a
Prevent referral as “ticking the box” and “something we were obliged to do”.47
In Case 4, the GP concerned did ask permission to make a Prevent referral and the patient reportedly said “fine”. However,
the health worker who told Medact about the case argued that patients who are seriously ill are often “compliant because
they’re not well” and trust health professionals to act in their best interests. He suggested that the Prevent referral was
not in the best interests of the patient, who was acutely depressed, psychotic, hearing voices and had visited A&E the
previous day seeking help. In fact, the GP in question did not believe the patient was a potential terrorist but explained
that she “panicked” and decided to report to Prevent anyway, because “If I don’t do anything, I don’t want my name to
be in the headlines the next day.”
In a majority of cases, no consent was sought to report a patient to Prevent. Cases 6 and 7 are perhaps most stark. In
the former, a physiotherapist reported a severely ill young man who “could not walk or feed himself” to Prevent, after
observing him watching YouTube videos of Islamic scholars talking about religion. The family’s GP came to know about this
after being contacted by police and told Medact “I informed the mum that the referral had been done, because the family
had no idea”. This led to a “complete breakdown in the relationship” between the physiotherapy team and the family,
affecting the continuity of the young man’s care. In this case, the risk of harm from not sharing confidential information
seems extremely low, arguably clearly outweighed by the possibility of a non-consensual referral causing harm and distress
to the patient. Episodes like this highlight the fact that despite confidentiality guidance counselling health workers to
consider whether raising concerns is “proportionate”, Prevent referrals often do not abide by this principle.48
In Case 7, Dr Lyn Jenkin was not asked for his consent to be referred to Prevent and was only retrospectively informed
that it had been done. The former GP — who told Medact “I didn’t think I was a vulnerable adult who was capable of
being brainwashed” — was effectively treated as if he lacked capacity to make his own decisions. This was apparently
assumed on the basis of having a mental health condition, a minor form of bipolar disorder called cyclothymia, and being
involved with the environmental protest group Extinction Rebellion. When he complained, Dr Jenkin was told that this
was “normal safeguarding procedure”. This suggests a distinctly non-consensual approach to safeguarding, potentially
setting a precedent for ignoring the agency of very large swathes of people.
In Cases 3, 5, 8 and 9, there was also no apparent attempt to seek the consent of those concerned to make a Prevent
referral (though the first three involved children and were originally referred from the education sector, not healthcare). In
Case 9, the psychiatrist remained unsure if the patient concerned was aware of becoming the interest of Prevent police.
They explained their view that:

“

When Prevent gets mentioned, people feel worried about potentially very negative consequences, partly
because of the influence of the media, so there is a heightened fear. As a result, confidentiality, which is
normally quite well preserved, gets a bit shakier and things start to wobble.

In the other cases, the discovery of having been non-consensually reported to Prevent caused serious damage to trust,
marked by individuals and their families adopting a position of deep suspicion towards health and educational bodies as
a consequence of their experience. Cases 2 and 10 document the experiences of staff who questioned or attempted to
resist Prevent training and demonstrate the considerable pressure brought to bear on them to comply.
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Why do such cases occur despite Prevent theoretically changing nothing about the circumstances in which it is acceptable
to breach confidentiality?
Firstly, confidentiality is being put under strain via pressure from above. While there is no evidence that Prevent referral
“targets” exist, numbers of reports are used by the government as one way to judge whether public bodies are compliant
with Prevent. For example, a document released by NHS England/Digital under Freedom of Information laws states that
“the level of referrals made” to Prevent is one indicator used to “demonstrate how NHS Providers are delivering the key
elements of the Duty”.49 By submitting this
and other data, NHS Trusts and Foundation
Trusts provide “the necessary assurance that
The NHS mandatory training is
the priority area organisations are compliant
with the Prevent Duty”.50

“

telling me that it is wrong to gain

This pressure from the government on NHS
consent to refer to Prevent
Trusts would appear to filter down to staff
through Prevent training, levels of which
— anonymous health worker
are another key indicator of compliance.
Scrutinising the materials used in training,
one finds a plethora of statements
encouraging health workers to disclose information. For example, the following statements are a selection of the
exhortations littered throughout a single Prevent e-learning training (consisting of approximately 120 screens) and appear
to reach a crescendo of urgency as the training progresses:
1.

“If you are concerned that a patient/colleague is being exploited/influenced by a group you are expected to
raise this concern.”51

2.

“...take action where necessary for safeguarding and crime prevention purposes.”52

3.

“We don’t have a surveillance role but staff in the health sector are encouraged to simply: NOTICE / CHECK /
SHARE.”53

4.

“Voice your concern: trust your professional instincts and speak about them with a colleague or line manager.”54

5.

“Be aware of your professional responsibilities in relation to safeguarding and Prevent.”55

6.

“Protocols around information sharing should never be a barrier to safeguarding vulnerable individuals.”56

7.

“We need to make sure that we share information. There have been cases where not sharing information has
resulted in missed opportunities.”57

8.

“Don’t be the person who knew and didn’t act — trust your instincts”.58

9.

“Don’t rely on others to refer, you have a duty and responsibility to report any concerns.”59

10. “Understand the importance of sharing information (including the consequences of failing to do so).”60
Noticeably, none of the above statements mention seeking the patient’s consent to disclose. In contrast, whenever it
is mentioned that that the patient should be informed (on only two occasions in the training) or that consent should be
sought to make a referral (on only two occasions) — a disclaimer always accompanies this instruction.61 In each example
below, we have emphasised the relevant clause.
•

“Sharing your concerns, where appropriate, with partner agencies, and as far as possible being open and honest
with the individual around your duty to share concerns”.62

•

“Be open and honest with the person (and/or their family where appropriate) on what information will be shared
and why, unless it is unsafe or inappropriate to do so”.63

•

“Share with consent where appropriate. You may still share information without consent if, in your judgement, that
lack of consent can be overridden in the public interest”.64

Retired psychiatrist and MEND director Shazad Amin believes that, in terms of their overall impact, such opt-out clauses
communicate to health workers not to worry too much about consent when it comes to Prevent. “People are using the
exception as routine”, he claims, “and for me, that is completely unacceptable, because it drives a coach and horses through
a very sacred aspect of the doctor-patient relationship. Prevent….seems to, through a backdoor, have circumvented all the
well-held notions of what constitutes confidentiality and when you can break confidentiality.”65

8. Confidentiality, consent & trust
Indeed, a different set of Prevent e-learning materials unequivocally implied that consent-seeking should be avoided
altogether. As the image shows, in answer to the question “If you suspect that an individual is being groomed for terrorist
activities, to whom would you discuss your concerns?”, health workers must select three possible correct answers from
five options. The correct answers are “Your line manager”, “Your Trust’s Prevent lead” and “Your Trust’s safeguarding lead”.
“The vulnerable adult” is therefore an incorrect answer. As the health worker who sent this image to Medact noted, “the
NHS mandatory training is telling me that it is wrong to gain consent to refer to Prevent”.66
Separately, a different health worker told Medact she had come across a pop-up notice on an electronic patient record
system at a former place of work which said, in red writing, “Referred to Channel, do not tell patient”.67 However, Medact
was unable to independently verify this claim.
The widespread confusion in the health community, documented in the previous section, over whether Prevent referrals
are for safeguarding or public protection, and whether or not consent should be sought, likely stems in large part from
training materials like these. They appear to confirm Prof McClelland’s fear that “in the training forum, public protection
is conflated with the protection of the individual” (for example, in statement 2, above) and “vulnerability” is misleadingly
“over-sold as a justifiable threshold” for breaching confidentiality (for example, in statement 6, above), undermining the
right of adults with capacity to make their own decisions.68
Health workers in our study were very clear that they did not want to be “spies”, a “surveillance”69 or “monitoring system”,
which many perceived Prevent to be.70 Yet while the Counter-terrorism and Security Act 2015 only places a legal duty
on institutions to “have due regard” to prevent people being drawn into terrorism, Prevent training materials inculcate
the notion that health workers are personally responsible for reporting suspicions. The belief that they are professionally
obliged to report is fairly widespread,71 creating “fear”,72 of getting into “trouble for not having made a referral”,73 being
“seriously castigated for not referring”,74 or even “legal ramifications for us if we don’t report somebody”.75 Even though
Prevent has been classified as a form of individual safeguarding, the “ultimate risk” — the spectre of a terrorist attack —
inevitably rears its head in health workers’ minds.76 Moreover, given the absence of penalties for false positive Prevent
referrals, health workers have incentives to err on the side of reporting when a difficult situation arises. This equation
produces a “rush to refer”,77 in which confidentiality is overridden — even though, as several experts state unambiguously,
this puts practitioners squarely in breach of their professional obligations, GMC guidance and the law.78 Ironically, as
Professor John Middleton has pointed out, this situation could actually end up exposing health professionals to the “risk
of litigation”.79

Prevent e-learning image advising health workers NOT to speak to the patient about their concern
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8.3. The data & the damage done
In October 2019, a Freedom of Information request by campaign group Liberty revealed that all Prevent referrals are
entered onto a police database called the Prevent Case Management Tracker,80 and are reportedly held for seven years.81
Leaked counter-terrorism police documents also made clear that public sector workers such as doctors who contact
Prevent staff for advice (as counselled to do by the mantra “NOTICE / CHECK / SHARE”) could unwittingly be triggering a
Prevent referral that would be entered onto this database.82 While only a handful of research participants explicitly raised
concerns about this, the implications of Prevent data retention and sharing practices are considerable.83
Firstly, it is important to emphasise that many if not most Prevent subjects may not know their names have been added
to a police database, despite having committed no crime. This makes it impossible to challenge their inclusion on the
list. Secondly, once in the system, this data can end up in a number of places.84 The database reportedly “cannot be
searched for DBS checks”85 and “would not be shared with future employers”.86 However, Medact has established through
a Freedom of Information request to the Home Office that a small number of Prevent referrals (less than 10 in 2017/18)
are flagged to immigration enforcement agencies, potentially leading to detention and/or deportation of the individuals
concerned. Through another FOI, we discovered that a number of further education and higher education establishments
in Manchester and Salford had discussed and drafted a data sharing policy which would allow colleges to inform universities
about any new students with a Prevent history.87 It has also been reported by The Times that Channel mentors “routinely”
share information on their mentees with the police, with one senior Home Office official telling the newspaper: “Channel
is there to deradicalise and safeguard people from extremism, not serve as a tool for intelligence gathering to advance
police investigations into people who we
claim to be helping...These conversations are
supposed to be confidential. That is not how
The impact on trust in the medical
the programme should be functioning. It’s
completely underhand.”88
profession is a major issue of

“

All this fatally undermines the claim that
concern for many health workers
Prevent is “voluntary” and “supportive”.89 It
would be difficult to argue that inclusion on
a police database and potential detention,
deportation or prosecution are forms of safeguarding in the interests of the individual in question. It is also worth noting
that in order to share Prevent data, the NHS can rely upon a crime prevention exemption to the Data Protection Act
(section 29), as opposed to any safeguarding justification.90
The impact on trust in the medical profession is a major issue of concern for many health workers. For context,
a 2017 Ipsos Mori poll put nurses as the most trusted professionals in the UK with doctors a close second.91 As
one participant put it, “the health profession are the only people that can tell you to drop your trousers and you will
drop your trousers...this is how much trust and faith we have”.92 Even though most of our research participants
did not feel their relationship with patients had changed as a result of Prevent, the majority feared that this trust,
seen as the “bedrock of our relationship with patients”,93 could (as others have argued) be seriously eroded.94
The case studies discussed earlier in the chapter document individual instances of the destructive impact of Prevent on
trusting therapeutic relationships. Many health workers are also concerned about a possible broader “chilling effect” felt
far beyond those actually referred to Prevent. They expressed the concern that Prevent could affect health professionals’
reputation95 and they could “lose credibility”.96 Some asserted the belief that Prevent “has the potential to destroy” the
fiduciary “nurse-patient relationship”97 or ““doctor/patient relationship”.98 Despite formerly serving as an army doctor,
RCGP’s Dr Jonathan Leach stated that he did not see himself as “an arm of the government”99, while another drew parallels
with the government’s “hostile environment” policy in the NHS, known to have deterred undocumented migrants from
accessing healthcare.100 A legal academic voiced the view that Prevent could engender a “corruption of the relationship
between the healthcare professional and the patient and the healthcare professional and the state”.101 As the previous
chapter noted, some in the health community also worry that damage inflicted on trust by Prevent could undermine
safeguarding efforts.102

8. Confidentiality, consent & trust
While practitioners noted the lack of research into how widespread fear of Prevent may be among patients103, many
viewed it as highly likely that at least some could be deterred from seeking healthcare. Importantly, this would not only be
to the detriment of both the individual patient,104 undermining their right to health, but also society as a whole due to the
public interest in confidential medical care and the imperatives of public health.105 Moreover, participants in both focus
groups and interviews believed that any such deterrent effect would be disproportionately affecting already marginalised
groups, in particular Muslim communities.106 As such Prevent would risk exacerbating existing health inequalities.
Finally, some health workers highlighted the potential for mistrust to be spread amongst colleagues, arguing that Prevent
training emphasises “that even doctors can become radicalised” and effectively implies that “you have to be suspicious of
everyone”.107

8.4. A policy reliant on confusion
This chapter has argued that if Prevent is a form of safeguarding, as the government says, then there are only two
circumstances in which a referral would not constitute a breach of confidentiality. These are, firstly, a referral with the
patient’s informed consent, or secondly, a referral in the best interests of a patient who lacked capacity. Critically, even
“vulnerable” patients, if they retain capacity, should be asked for their consent. We have argued that a non-consensual
Prevent referral can never rely on a public interest justification, that the two are incompatible. This is because health
workers already have a duty to call police in the event of an immediate risk of serious harm whereas Prevent’s pre-crime
approach is not designed to respond to immediate threats. However, there appears to be widespread confusion in the
health community around the complex and nuanced question of consent, with regard to Prevent. For example, some
health workers believe referrals can be made in the public interest and thus do not believe consent should be sought.
Others believe it should be — but doubt that informed consent is either possible or realistic in practice. In most case
studies in this report, consent was not sought, which supports this latter view.
Even though the Prevent duty has not technically changed the exceptional circumstances in which breaches of
confidentiality are permissible, in practice it seems to have circumvented normal confidentiality expectations via the
backdoor.108 This appears to be happening in large part because of misleading Prevent training materials which strongly
emphasise the importance of disclosure while consistently offering opt-out clauses with regard to consent, sometimes
even directly implying it should not be sought. Indeed, the Prevent policy seems to rely on perceived “grey areas” and
a lack of clarity about consent, conflation of safeguarding with public protection and a critical failure to distinguish
between “vulnerable” patients and patients lacking capacity. Though health workers do not wish to be a surveillance
mechanism, Prevent training helps to inculcate the fear that they could be held individually responsible for failing to refer.
As a consequence, confidentiality is sometimes overridden even when this puts health workers squarely in breach of
their professional obligations, GMC guidance and the law.
The fact that all Prevent referral data is recorded on a police database, which in some cases leads to detention, deportation
or prosecution, undermines the government’s claims that it is “voluntary” and “supportive”. Moreover, as well as having
a detrimental effect on fiduciary patient-health worker relationships in individual cases, there is deep concern that a
broader erosion of trust could deter some people from seeking healthcare, particularly already-marginalised groups —
meaning Prevent could risk exacerbating existing health inequalities. Finally, some health workers feel the strain put on
confidentiality by Prevent could undermine safeguarding efforts and spread mistrust among staff.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions & recommendations
In theory, both medicine and counter-terrorism seek to preserve human life and keep people safe, but they
do so using very different logics. The blurring of the two contrasting approaches raises serious questions,
both professional and ethical.
The UK is the only country in the world where healthcare bodies are legally obliged to be vigilant for potential
terrorists; yet there remains no evidence that the mandatory Prevent duty is effective in reducing terrorism.
Conversely, this report adds to evidence of its detrimental impacts. It makes visible some of the hidden harms
of Prevent in healthcare, which usually remain unseen. It shows that for huge numbers of the “false positive”
cases referred each year, being reported to Prevent can be a significantly traumatising experience.1
The case studies in this report suggest multiple direct and indirect ways in which Prevent can harm the
physical and mental health of individuals and their families. Damage inflicted on fiduciary and therapeutic
relationships can set back recovery, interrupt care, cause patients to disengage or limit the support which
health services are able to provide. Some evidence suggests Prevent can even be a trigger for the onset of
mental health problems in individuals with no prior psychiatric history.
Prevent training materials conflate safeguarding with public protection and fail to make the critical
distinction between “vulnerable” patients and patients lacking capacity. They strongly emphasise disclosure
of information while apparently discouraging or disclaiming the importance of consent-seeking and imply
that non-consensual Prevent referrals may be justifiable in the public interest — inaccurately so, given that
Prevent does not deal with immediate risk. As a result, there is confusion among health workers about how
Prevent sits within confidentiality expectations. This leads to Prevent referrals without patient consent, even
when this breaches professional obligations, medical guidance and the law.
In the absence of reliable predictive criteria, Prevent training also encourages health workers to rely on
“instinct”. The huge variation in Prevent referral rates and “false positive” versus Channel intervention rates
across NHS Trusts speaks to the degree of subjectivity involved in operationalising vague radicalisation risk
criteria. Moreover, training materials which explicitly and implicitly focus attention on ethnic minorities imbue
racial bias into the very tools used to assess radicalisation potential, effectively weaponising unconscious
bias.
Unsurprisingly, therefore, the negative impacts of Prevent
— including health and mental health harms and breaches of
confidentiality — are disproportionately felt by certain ethnic
and religious groups who are over-represented in Prevent
referral statistics. Specifically, in the NHS Trusts we analysed,
Asians were referred four times more than non-Asians, and
Muslims eight times more than non-Muslims.2 Children and
young people, and people with mental health conditions, are
also disproportionately referred. For individuals who exist at the
intersection of these ethnic, religious, age and mental health
identity markers, the discrimination that this amounts to may
be compounded.
Although the government continues to premise the policy in
part on the stigmatising claim that people with mental health
conditions are more likely to be drawn into terrorism, this

“

The evidence raises
the disturbing
possibility that
Prevent may
actually harm the
vulnerable, rather
than “safeguard”
them

9. Conclusions & recommendations
assertion is not supported by robust evidence and risks pathologising a political problem. The expansion
of the secretive Vulnerability Support Hubs scheme, embedding NHS mental health professionals into a
counter-terrorism police-led project, raises particularly acute ethical concerns about the securitisation of
healthcare.
In sum, the evidence raises the disturbing possibility that Prevent may actually harm the vulnerable, rather
than “safeguard” them. We therefore conclude that “safeguarding” is a misnomer for Prevent. Despite its
claims to be “a supportive practice”, very few health workers believe Prevent offers anything beneficial to
patients but many are concerned the policy could contribute to a broader erosion of trust. Due to the uneven
impacts of Prevent’s documented harms, and the possibility of a broader deterrent effect, we conclude that
the policy risks exacerbating existing health inequalities.
The evidence underlying the Prevent policy — which some experts argue may actually be counter-productive3
— is negligible and the policy is long overdue independent evaluation. Although police have asserted that
Prevent represents a “public health approach”,4 it in fact merely outsources policing responsibilities onto
health workers and others via a damaging “whole society” approach to counter-terrorism which securitises
healthcare and other sectors.5 As the covid-19 pandemic has reminded us, at a tragic cost, we need a far more
holistic understanding of “security” than the one underpinning policies like Prevent.6 The so-called “public
health turn” in “second wave” countering violent extremism literature often profoundly misunderstands the
essence of public health.7

“

Real public health initiatives adopt
The Prevent policy risks exacerbating
a preventive approach but are
pre-eminently concerned with
existing health inequalities
doing so by creating conditions
which protect the health of whole
populations, not by targeting
individual patients. They address
root causes, not symptoms, and therefore often seek to address social and economic structures as
fundamental determinants of health. Public health approaches concern themselves with inequality and
exclusion, promoting equity and accessibility instead.8 Work moving in this direction to date is welcome
but remains mired in counter-terrorism orthodoxies and does not go far enough in adopting an alternative,
non-discriminatory, transformative agenda.9 More radical proposals are urgently required.10 The long term
solutions which public health can offer may have little appeal for politicians seeking quick fixes but they are,
ultimately, most likely to be effective.
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Recommendations
To Government and the Independent Reviewer of Prevent:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Repeal the Prevent policy in healthcare. The absence of evidence showing Prevent to be effective
undermines any argument that the significant harms, documented in our research and elsewhere,
may be a “price worth paying”.
•

Counter-terrorism efforts should restore their focus on combating violence instead of vague
concepts like “extremism”, while healthcare and safeguarding should be ring-fenced from
counter-terrorism.

•

Police should delete all data derived from healthcare stored on the national Prevent Case
Management Tracker database.

Adopt a spectrum of evidence-based public health policies based on a holistic understanding of
security, which address broader, long-term, interconnected determinants of violence.
•

Drastically reducing inequality through employment, welfare, housing, education and health
policies — services to which many Prevent cases end up being referred — would begin to
address key underlying causes of violence in society.

•

Providing urgently needed funding for mental health services, youth services, and drug and
alcohol dependency services are examples of more ethical, proportionate and effective
allocations of funding.

Take steps to address the harms caused by Prevent. Measures to rebuild trust in confidential, nondiscriminatory healthcare services, especially among the most impacted groups, should include:
•

Withdrawing stigmatising claims about a link between mental health conditions and
terrorism.

•

Supporting NHS staff to receive equalities training.

End lack of transparency and accountability, including by immediately publishing:
•

Historic data on the religion and ethnicity of people referred under Prevent (which should be
assessed in light of public sector equality duties under the Equality Act 2010).

•

Historic data on the proportion of non-consensual Prevent referrals.

•

Evidence on the efficacy or otherwise of Prevent, including the unpublished Behavioural
Insights Team study of 33 deradicalisation programmes.

•

The evidence underpinning the Extremism Risk Guidance 22+ factors used as potential
indicators of radicalisation and other data relating to these criteria.

•

The evaluation of the “Vulnerability Support Hubs” project into counter-terrorism and
mental health.
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To health bodies including Royal Colleges:
1.

All health bodies should call on Government to repeal the Prevent policy in healthcare and ringfence
the health sector from involvement in counter-terrorism.
• Royal Colleges and the BMA should consider submitting evidence to the Independent
Review of Prevent to this end.

2.

Until Prevent in healthcare is repealed, the GMC and other health bodies should strengthen their
guidance around confidentiality and consent, clarifying that Prevent is incompatible with public
interest disclosure.
•

3.

NHS Trusts should conduct their own equality impact assessments.
•

4.

Healthcare bodies should urgently request that government and NHS Prevent teams publish
data on the proportion of historic Prevent referrals which were non-consensual.

Particular attention should be paid to the disproportionate impact of Prevent referrals on
Muslims, BAME groups, people with mental health conditions, and children and young
people.

Mental health specialists should continue to challenge the government’s claims and policies.
•

The evidence that people with mental health conditions are more likely to be involved
in terrorism is very weak and risks exacerbating stigma and causing people to be
disproportionately referred.

•

The “Vulnerability Support Hubs” project risks bringing vulnerable people experiencing
mental health crises into potentially harmful contact with police.

To researchers and funding bodies:
1.

2.

3.

Conduct research into the physical and mental health impacts of Prevent referral.
•

This is a chronically under-studied area in which further evidence is urgently needed.

•

Particular attention should be paid to people with mental health conditions, Muslims, BAME
groups, and children and young people.

•

Research, especially among these communities most impacted, should also seek to ascertain
the extent of any deterrent effect exerted by Prevent, and any knock-on impact on access to
healthcare and health inequalities.

Conduct research into real public health alternatives to Prevent.
•

These alternatives should adopt “proportionate universalism” as an approach, rather than
focusing on individuals, avoid pathologisation and discrimination, and draw on existing work
on effective public health violence-reduction strategies.

•

Make the case for approaches which understand security holistically and reduce extremism
as a by-product of a more wholesale, systemic transformation of society based on equity
and justice.

Make funding available for more research on Prevent and similar issues.
•

Funders including the National Institute for Health Research, the Medical Research
Council, Public Health England — as part of its health justice and inequalities work — and
academic institutions should prioritise provision of funding for research on Prevent and
other areas related to racialised health inequalities.
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Appendix 1. Prevent data collection form, NHS Strategic Data
Collection Service (Source: NHS Digital)

Appendices

Appendix 2. Excerpt from health Regional Prevent
Coordinator reporting form to DHSC (Source: NHS England)
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Appendix 3. Calculating disproportionality ratios for
race and religion
Data from Freedom of Information requests was analysed to calculate Disproportionality Ratios for Prevent referrals of
Asians vs Non-Asians and Muslims vs Non-Muslims across a number of NHS trusts.
Of 77 trusts to which we submitted FOI requests, 10 trusts returned data with respect to ethnicity and religion. Our
analysis of ethnicity is limited to 9 of these trusts (since we excluded one because all its referrals were of “unknown”
ethnicity). Our analysis of religion is limited to 6 of these trusts since we excluded four either because either because
all their referrals were of “unknown” faith or because they told us they do not record religious affiliation data of total
admissions to use as our population base rate.
The disproportionality ratio is in effect a risk ratio, indicating the number of times more likely someone of Asian ethnicity
or Muslim faith was to be referred compared to the rest of the population.
This is calculated as follows:
Disproportionality Ratio for Asian Referrals = ( # of referrals of Asians / # of Asians in the overall population) / ( #
referrals of non-Asians / # of non-Asians in the overall population ) = ( # Asian referrals / # non-Asian referrals ) / (# of
Asians in the overall population / # non-Asians in the overall population )
and equivalently for Muslims
We used patient admissions data for the trusts in question for the corresponding period to provide figures for the
“population” at risk of being referred.
The overall Disproportionality Ratio for Asian:non-Asian referrals across 9 trusts observed in the data was 4.
The overall Disproportionality Ratio for Muslims:non-Muslims referrals across 6 trusts observed in the data was 8.

Disproportionality Ratio calculations for race

Trust
Bradford

ADMISSIONS 2017-19

REFERRALS 2017-19

NONTOTAL

ASIAN

ASIAN

RATIO

TOTAL ASIAN

ASSUME UNKN.

EXCLUDING

NON-ASIAN

UNKNOWNS
REFERRAL

NON-

ETHN.

REFERRAL

ASIAN

UNKN.

RATIO

D.R.

RATIO

D.R.

Teaching
271144

79215

191929

0.41

1

1

0

0

∞

∞

∞

∞

4472

739

3733

0.20

66

29

30

7

0.78

3.96

0.97

4.88

89304

27030

62274

0.43

4

3

0

1

3.00

6.91

∞

∞

230596

36313

194283

0.19

6

2

2

2

0.50

2.68

1.00

5.35

Hosp

441146

19469

421677

0.05

1

1

0

0

∞

∞

∞

∞

Rotherham

144858

3407

141451

0.02

2

2

0

0

∞

∞

∞

∞

222771

55496

167275

0.33

4

1

3

0

0.33

1.00

0.33

1.00

12772

226

12546

0.02

8

2

5

1

0.33

18.50

0.40

22.21

Glossop

107171

5933

101238

0.06

7

1

4

2

0.17

2.84

0.25

4.27

TOTAL

1524234

227828 1296406

0.18

99

42

44

13

0.74

4.19

0.95

5.43

SE(logRR)

0.2157

0.2157

lower bound (95% confidence)

2.9

3.8

Hosp
Brum &
Solihull MH
Brum Wo. &
Childrens
Luton &
Dunstable
Notts Uni

Sandwell &
West Brum
Essex
Partnership
Tameside &
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Disproportionality Ratio calculations for religion
ASSUMING ALL
UNKNOWNS
Trust

ADMISSIONS 2017-19

REFERRALS 2017-19

NONTOTAL

MUSLIM MUSLIM

NONRATIO

TOTAL

RELIG.

MUSLIM MUSLIM UNKN.

EXCLUDING

NON-MUSLIM

UNKNOWNS

REFERRAL

REFERRAL
D.R.

RATIO

RATIO

D.R.

Brum &
Solihull MH

4472

407

4065

0.10

66

25

13

28

0.61

6.09

1.92

19.21

230596

28363

202233

0.14

6
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Notes
Referral data breakdowns for some trusts contained not-insignificant numbers marked “unknown”. Where this is the
case, we have made the very conservative assumption that all unknowns were non-Asian or non-Muslim. Excluding
unknowns from the analysis yielded higher Disproportionality Ratio figures of 5 for Asian:non-Asian referrals and 25 for
Muslim:non-Muslim referrals (as the final two pale grey columns show).
Assuming log(DR) is normally distributed with Standard Error sqrt(1 / # target group referrals + 1 / # non-target group
referrals – 1 / # group admission – 1 / # non-target group admission) yields a 95% confidence interval on these RDRs of
at least 2.9 and 5.2 respectively, indicating a statistically significant result.1
The trend of disproportionality is consistent across all trusts, with the exception of Sandwell & West Birmingham’s
figures for Asian:non-Asian referrals.
A Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel test for risk ratios stratified by trust returned comparable overall risk ratio, ruling out trust
as a possible confounder. We were not however able to gauge the effect of any other potential confounding variables ─
such as age ─ using the data available to us.
While the referral numbers in these calculations are small, and a larger study would be preferable, these figures are
consistent with qualitative evidence suggesting disproportionate targeting of these groups in the referral process.
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Appendix 4. East and North Hertfordshire Clinical
Commission Group Channel referral form2 (our
highlights)
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